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Summary

Nomenclature

in chapter 4 absorbed part of solar radiation

else thermal diffusivity ø=ì" I (p cr)

area or surface nr i

specific heat at constant pressure

heat capacity per unit area

distance or thickness

thickriess of thermal bouhdary layer

diameter of the thermocouple

factor used in comparison with equation (5.10)

viewfactor between surface i and j
viewfactor matrix

acceleration due to gravitation

complex elements in transfer function

matrix

transfer function between layer i and j
transfer function from inside

to the surface of the heat flow meter

transfer function from inside

as measured by the heat flow meter

total incoming radiation (per unit area)

transfer function matrix from layer n to n+\.

Grashof number=g F LT If lv2

generally the mean convective heat transfer

coefficient, except when referring to
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Ai

cp

C

d

dø,

D

r
F¡,j

F

oô

d,*

G,¡

u hl^,¡n

^tn1¡ hrn

Gi

G,(co)

Gr or Gr¡¡

h"

o
(-'¡r)
(*)
(J/ke K)

lllm2t<¡

(m)

(m)

(m)

C)

(-)

o
(m/s')

(wm2K)

(wm2K)

(w/m'zK)

(w/m)

C)
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h,

h,o,

h2'1

h"*

J

N

Nu*

Nu

Pr

r

Ra

Re

q

Q,

Qcond

measured values when it is the local convective

heat transfer coefficient (\ü/m'zK)

calculated local convective

heat transfer coefficient (Wm2K¡

heat transfer coefficient for longwave radiation (Wm'zf)

total heat transfer coefficient = h" +h, (Wm2f¡

convective/conductive heat transfer

coefficient between pane 2 and 1 (Wm'zf¡

radiation heat transfer

coefficient between pane 2 and 1 (Wm'zK)

convective heat transfer coefficient

per meter thermocouple (Wm K)

radiation heat transfer coefficient

per meter thermocouple (Wm K)

height of wall or window (m)

total radiation (per unit area)

leaving the surface (W/m'z)

radiation matrix in section 7.2 (Wm)

number of .. C)

local Nusselt number - q"(x)xl\T (-)

mean Nusselt number = qfllLT (-)

prandtl number =ttla= þclL (-)

reflected part of solar radiation (-)

Rayleigh nember = Gr Pr (-)

Reynolds number ='ùH/v (-)

heat transfer (Wm'?)

longwave radiation heat transfel (Wm')

conductive heat transfer in material (Wm'z)

1

rh2-

H"

H,

H

Ji
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Nomenclature

Q,

Qabs

Qnø

Çlmeuured

convective heat transfer

absorbed shortwave radiation

heat flow as measured by the heat

flow meter (used in calculations)

heat flow measured by the heat flow meter

net heat flow to surface i

time

period time

temperature

air temperature

amplitude if inner surfaçe variation

amplitude of outer surface variation

reference (air) temperature

surface temperature

surrounding mean radiation temperature

thermocouple temperature

wall temperature.

window pane temperature in section .8.2.4

dimensionles s temperatue

f+ = pcu"
T-rr-T(Y)

e"

"temperatuie" matrix used in section 7.2

air velocity

dimensionless velocity = tth,t"

friction velocity:

air velocity in section 8.2.4

width of air gap between the panes

length scale

local Reynolds number:

(wmt)

(wm)

(wm)
(wm)
(v/)

(s)

(s)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

(K)

C)

(W/m'z)
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(m)
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w
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v

,+ -!u" (_)
v

length scale

shortwave absorption coefficient for the metal

thermal expansion coefficient = 1/T (for air)

=0if i Éjelse I

time step in finite difference model

estimated error in convective

heat transfer measurement

estimated error in temperature measurement

estimated error in convective

heat flow measurement

estimated error in radiation

heat flow measurement

estimated error in convective

heat flow measurement

sample time in frequency analysis

temperature difference, generally

between surface and air

emissivity of the surface.

effective emissivity

0 factor general finite difference formulation

thermal conductivity

dynamic viscosity

kinematic viscosity

transmitted part of solar radiation

(m)

0

F
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Nomenclature

p

o

(r)

î

density

Stefan-Boltãrnnns constant 5.67 IO I

angle frequency

(..,ro) Fouriertransform of f (..,t)

calculated with the frequency method

calculated with the Finite Difference method

Gs/nf)

(Wm2K)

(rad/s)

o

indices

frequency

FD
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Summnry

1 Summary

It is, with the thermal models used in today's building simulation progr¿rms,

possible to calculate the major part of the heat transfer in a room with an ambi-
ent outer wall. However, there are some parameters these models calculate
with less or unknown accuracy: heat flows in poorly insulated walls or win-
dows, heat flows in a room exposed to strong solar radiation, temperatures on

the inside of ambient outer walls and windows.

The reason for these difficulties is mainly that there is a lack of experimental
data for the detailed energy transfer in a window exposed to ambient climate
and the convective energy transport in a room exposed to ambient climate.

The aim of this study was to investigate the detailed energy transfer at an am-

bient wall including window. The investigation included both theoretic analy-
sis and measurements performed under conditions close to the real situation
with, for example, ambient climate.

The method used in this study was to estimate the heat flow through wall and

window from measured solar radiation on the fagade and temperatures. The

temperatures were measured inside the wall, on the window panes, in the air, at

inner surfaces etc. The longwave radiation was calculated from surface tem-
peratures. The convective heat transfer was calculated as the difference be-

tween the heat flow through the building element and the longwave radiation.
This indirect way of measuring the convective heat transfer was not as accurate

as other more direct techniques but it was however a method which permitted
measurement under realistic conditions.

The most important conclusions regarding the calculation models and meas-

urement technique used in this study were:

It is possible to measure the continuous heat flow through a window from
temperature sensors and solar radiation measurements. The accuracy at

least for low angles of incidence of the solar radiation was estimated to +/-
lOVo

a
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The absorption of solar radiation on the thin thermocouples (0.08 mm)
glued to the window pane beneath a microscope cover glass was not a

problem.

a

To measure air temperatures in sunlit places thin (0.08 mm in this case)

stripped thermocouples are the only alternative. With the thin thermocou-
ples the measurement error was estimated to less than 0.5'C when exposed

to 400 Wm2 of solar radiation.

The one-dimensional finite difference model for the heat transfer through
the wall was acceptable. It was possible to calculate the heat flow through
a wall from temperature sensors but some problems were noticed when the
room was heated by a radiator making the surface temperature slowly in-
crease 6"C.

The one-dimensional dynamic heat transfer model for the window which
included shortwave radiation was fairly good except for small temperature

differences and high angles of incidence for solar radiation.

Conclusions for the convective heat transfer coefficient were:

It is possible to continuously measure the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient on the inner surface of a wall or a window. The accuracy is not very
good: at best +/-ISVo for the window and +/- 20To for the wall. Even with
this low accuracy the effect of different heating and ventilation strategies

on the inside could clearly be detected.

The presented results show that the importance of the ventilation design

and the position of the radiator is crucial. Local convective heat transfer
coefficients can be more than l0 times the expected, due to ventilation or
position of the radiator.

a

o

a

a

a

a

It is not obvious how the results.of this study should be generalized. But as

a rough estimate, we suggest that the following formulae can be used:

t2



Summnry

1.34(LT I H)tt4 LT H3 < 9.5m3K

hr=f
r33LTtt3 -0.4741 H AT H3 > g.5m3K

h" = the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/mbC)
Â? = temperature difference between surface and air ('C)
11= height of the wall or window (m)

Radiator at back wall: ftO.7 for the window andf 1 for the wall.

Radiator below window:f2.5 for the window with the radiator power on

and j!0.7 with the radiator off andfO.7 for the wall.

Future studies

With the already measured data comfort calculations will be performed. The
importance of low U-value windows and comfort will 6e studied. The experi-
mental setup also allows total heat transfer coefficients to be estimated with a

furnished and occupied room.

The presented method was not entirely satisfying due to the low accuracy. Fu-
ture studies will be focused on investigating the Mayer ladder technique, or
more precisely to measure the temperature difference very close to a surface

with thermocouple pairs in series. This study suggests that the measurement er-

ror of that type of technique could be less than lOTo in the convective heat

flow.

13
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Introduction

2 Introduction

2.1, Problem
It is, with the thermal models used in today's building simulation programs,

possible to calculate the major part of the heat transfer in a room with an ambi-

ent wall. The longwave radiation exchange between surfaces is complicated

but possible to analyse. The heat transfer in ambient walls is dominated by

conduction which is a well investigated phenomenon etc. Thus one can say

that in general there is enough knowledge for rough estimates of hourly heat

flows in a room. There are however sor4e parameters which are more difficult
to estimate:

1. Heat flows when walls and windows are poorly insulated.

2. Heat flow in a room exposed to strong solar radiation.

3. Temperatures on the inside of ambient walls and windows.

4. Thermal comfort.

The reason for these difficulties is mainly that the following two phenomena

are difficult to estimate:

The detailed energy transfer in a window exposed to ambient climate, in-
cluding sun.

The convective energy transport in a room exposed to ambient climate, in-
cluding sun.

The energy transfer in a window is possible to calculate but it is difficult to

measure temperatures and other parameters when the probes are exposed to

sunlight. The convective heat transfer is related to the air movement in a room
and is very difficult to calculate and then only for simplified models. There is a

lack of data for convective heat transfer from experiments in realistic situa-

a

a
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tions. Most measurements have been made in special environments with, for
example, metal coated walls.

2.2 Aim of study
The aim of this study is to investigate the detailed energy transfer at an ambi-
ent wall including window. The investigation includes both theoretic analysis

and measurements performed under conditions close to the real situation with
for example natural ambient climate.

Questions that this study tries to answer:

Is it possible to accurately measure the continuous heat flow through a
window from temperature sensors and solar radiation measurements?

Is it possible to accurately measure the continuous heat flow through a

wall from temperature sensors?

Is it possible to measure the air temperature with a thermocouple exposed

to sunlight?

If the questions above are satisfactorily answered, can realistic values for
the heat transfer coefficient between room and ambient wall be estimated?

2.3 Method
The method used in this study is to estimate the heat flow through wall and

window from measured solar radiation on the façade and temperatures. The

temperatures are measured inside the wall, on the window panes, in the air, at

inner surfaces etc. The longwave radiation is calculated from surface tem-
peratures. The convective heat tranSfer is calculated as the difference between

the heat flow through the building element and the longwave radiation. This
indirect way of measuring the convective heat transfer is not as accurate as

other more direct techniques but it is however a method which makes for the

most realistic measurement.

16
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2.4 Literature survey
One-dimensional heat transfer in window without solar radiation has been

studied by many authors ( e.g. Arasteh et al 1989 and Klems and Reilly 1989)

and are found to be in good agreement with measurements. Calculations with
solar radiation has not been verified with measurements to that extent. Shapiro
et al (1987) found good agreement with three-dimensional calculations with
solar radiation and measurements. The heat transfer in the gap between two
panes consists of convective/conductive heat transfer in the gas (e.g. air or ar-
gon) and longwave radiation between the panes. The convective transfer is de-

scribed with the so called Nusselt number. This has been investigated by e.g.

ElSherbiny (1982), Wright (1996). The short wave radiation transfer in win-
dows is partly described by Fresnel's formulae (August Jean Fresnel 1788-

1827).

Measurements of the realistic convective heat transfer coefficients have been
performed by some authors. Hatton and Awbi (1995), Delaforce et al (1993),

Khalifa and Marshall (1990), Min et al (1956). Most authors used test situa-

tions with reduced longwave exchange, typically by having metal plates on the

walls. The agreement between the different authors is not very good. The re-
sults differ sometimes with a factor 2 or even more. Most tests were performed
without ventilation and only Delaforce et al used natural climate.

t7
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Method

3 Method

3.1 Determine the convective heat transfer
The method used in this study is to estimate the heat flow through wall and

window from measured temperatures and solar radiation on the façade. The
places where the temperature is measured are shown in Figure 3.1. The glass

and wall rows are three to four thermocouples positioned in a vertical line
through the window and wall respectively.

x air
wa,wb west wall
ea,eb east wall
ba,bb back wall
f f loor
c ceiling
r radiator

\ glassrow

south wall
row

Figure 3.1 Thermocouples on surføces in the tesl room.

The temperatures are measured inside the wall, on the window panes, in the

air, at inner surfaces etc. From surface temperatures the longwave radiation is

calculated: q,. The conductive heat transfer is calculated from the thermocou-
ple staples in the material: q,on¿. The òonvective heat transfer is calculated as

the difference between the heat flow through the building element and the

longwave radiation.

Q,

Qcond

longwave radiation heat transfer
conductive heat transfer in material

(wm1

<,x

x

x

x

x tvq

wb

*bt

x

X

(W/m'z)

t9
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e" convective heat transfer (wlm')

For the inner surface, with qcondpositive for conduction from inside to outside,

the heat balance gives:

ec = econd - er. (wm'z) (3.1)

This indirect way of measuring the convective heat transfer is not as accurate

as other more direct techniques but it is however a method which makes for the

most realistic measurement.

Equation (3.1) is not valid for window panes exposed to the sun. In that case

the solar energy absorbed in the pane, qo6r,has to be accounted for:

ec = econ¿ - er - eabs (wm) (3.2)

The solar energy absorbed in the pane is calculated from sun angle and global

solar radiation on the façade.

The heat transfer coefficient can now be calculated as:

¡. = --%- 6v/mrr) (3.3)
-Tt re.f 'surf

Here T,"¡ is a reference temperature and Tru4 is the surface temperature of the

wall or window. The reference temperature is in this study usually chosen as

the mean air temperatute at a vertical line in the middle of the room.

3.2 Determine the conductive heat transfer
The conductive heat transfer is calculated from the temperatures in the wall
and window. The physical properties of wall and window determine the heat

transfer. The actual calculations for the wall was made with a finite difference

model and for the window with a lumped capacity model. The accuracy of the

model and the assumption of how the wall and window are constructed will of
course strongly affect the results.

20
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3.3 Determine the longwave radiation heat
transfer

The longwave radiation exchange is easily calculated from: surface tempera-

tures, geometric shape of the surfaces and the emissivity of the surfaces. How-
ever, the emissivity is often not known and has to be estimated.

2l
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Heatfl,ows in a room

4 Heat flows in a room

4.1, Heat transfer mechanisms
Three basic mechanisms perform the heat transfer in a room:

1. Conduction in solids and fluids (gases)

2. Convection in fluids (gases)

3. Radiation (shortwave/longwave) between surfaces in a transparent or
partially transparent medium

Strictly speaking there are two more physical processes that transfer heat in a

room:

Latent heat from phase changing materials, e.g. water.

Radiation exchange between molecules or particles in a fluid/gas.

Of these the first one might be important in an ambient wall which has been

exposed to rain and the strong sun. The second one is only important if the

temperature is very high or if the gas is full of particles (from fire etc).

4.1..1 Conduction
Conduction occurs through a material across which there exists a temperature
gradient. This is possible for both fluids and solid materials. For isotropic ho-

mogeneous materials (fluids or solids), the heat flux density in a direction x is:

q = -t"(r){ (w / m2 ) (4. l)
dx

Here l, (WmK) is the thermal conductivity for a material. Equation (4.1) is

generally called Fourier's law. For non homogeneous materials such as glass

wool the heat transfer is a mix of radiation, convection and conduction in gas

23
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and solid. In building applications this is usually approximated as a represen-
tative thermal conductivity.

4.I.2 Convection
Convection occurs in non isothermal fluids that are moving. The convective
heat flux density parallel to the ¡-axis, might be described as:

ø= p(r)co$) ,4 0v/m1 @.2)
ùc

Here p (tg/ml is the density, co (JIkg K) is the specific at constant pressure

and ø (m/s) is the speed of flow. Conduction always occurs when there is con-
vection. However, in a moving fluid the convection will usually dominate.

4.1.3 Radiation
The radiation is in building physics traditionally divided into short wave and
long wave radiation. The process is the same but this division approximately
corresponds to how building materials are affected by radiation of different
wavelengths. Short wave radiation is the radiation which is transmitted through
a glass pane with the wavelength 0.3-4 pm and longwave has the wavelength
>4 pm. Glass, thin metal films, plastic and air are examples of materials which
are transparent or partially transparent for short wave radiation. Parts of the ra-
diation will be transmitted, reflected and absorbed. It is necessary to take into
account the angle dependency of the radiation and for the materials.

Most building materials are opaque to longwave radiation. The radiation will
therefore mainly be absorbed and reflected. Usually it is not necessary to take
into account the angle dependency of radiation and materials. The longwave
radiation exchange between two surfaces Ar and Az with the temperatures Zr
andTz (in Kelvin) is described by:

er,z = t"ÍÍ 416(rr^ -T:) (v//m'?) (4.3)

Here is o Stefan-Boltzmanns constant (5.67 10-8 W/m2K) , Fn z factor that de-
scribes the geometry and e,¡the efficient emissivity between the surfaces.

24
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4.2 Heat transfer in a room
The heat transfer in a room with window, radiator and ventilation is summa-

rized in Figure 4.1.

Ventilation and
infiltration

,
t
"'Õ

\

\
,)'

t:r-F
.9.3'\

ç

Longw ave
radiation

C onv ection/
C onduc tion

Shortw ave
radiation

'* \
\ ..:*

<J

I .r'".,:Gt'\
s

"t

"''.. ls ¿"4St..'

I
<! C on duc tion

in solid

a

Figure 4.1 Heat transfer in a section of a room with window, ventilation and ra-
dialor.

The heat transfer in a room with an ambient wall can be summarized as fol-
lows:

Longwave radiation exchange between all surfaces that can "see" each

other. In the room: inner walls, floor, ceiling inner window pane and ra-

diator. On the outside: outer wall, outer window pane, sky and surrounding

surfaces.

Convective/conductive exchange between all surfaces exposed to air: inner
and outer walls, window panes and radiator.

Convective/conductive exchange from ventilation and leak air

a

a

a

Conduction in all walls
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Shortwave radiation through the window to inner surfaces. Most of the
solar energy is absorbed in the first surface, but some is reflected more or
less diffusely to other surfaces.

a

a

a

4.3 Heat transfer in a window
The heat transfer in a window is summarized in Figure 4.2

Longwave radiation exchange between all surfaces that can "see" each

other : panes , frame surface, sky, inner walls etc.

Convective/conductive between all surfaces exposed to air: panes and

frame.

Conduction in all solid parts in the window: panes and frame.

Short wave radiation that hits a glass pane is transmitted, reflected or ab-

sorbed.

a

a
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\
/'

Lotrgwave
radiation

C on vection/
C otrductio¡\ C

€

|^
\̂,'
,r\?t,

)' \\/"l
,w U S hortw ave

radiation

,€
\, ,''

i u-

ffi

C otrductiotr
in solid

S hortw ave
radiation abso¡bed
in the glass

I

G
\ .r

\

Figure 4.2 Heat transfer in a window

For each pane surface in a window it is true that:

^E+a+r=l (-) (4.4)

Here t is the transmitted part, a the absorbed and r the reflected part. The

transmittance / is the same if the direction of the ray is reversed but a and r
might change. The absorbed part heats the window pane. All the variables are

angle and wavelength dependent. In building heat transfer calculations the

wavelength dependency in the shortwave region is often ignored but the angle

dependency has to be accounted for.'The conduction in the pane is approxi-
mately one-dimensional in the centre area of the pane and two-dimensional at

the centre edge and three dimensional close to the corner.

a
€

I

\)
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5 Heat transfer coefficients

5.1 Why using heat transfer coefficients?
The heat transfer at a surface comprises of convective/conductive exchange to
the air and longwave radiation exchange with the surrounding surfaces. De-
tailed models of these heat transfer processes are complex as the heat transfer
depends of many parameters. A simple and useful approximation is to use heat

transfer coefficients that encapsulate the complexity of the problem. The ra-
diation and convection/conduction heat transfer can be treated separately or
together. Here they are dealt with sepa¡ately. The incoming heat flux q to a
surface is:

e = e, * e, (W/nf) (5.1)

Here q" is the heat flux by convection/conduction 
^d 

q, the heat flux from ra-
diation exchange.

The radiation part can be calculated with the basic physical formula:

e, =E,u4o(\o -r*oo) (w/m2) zinKelvin (5.2)

Here T,u¡ is the surface temperature and T, the surrounding mean radiation
temperature and e,,¿the emissivity of the surface. A more detailed model is de-

scribed in chapter 7 .2. The heat flow thus depends nonlineary on the tempera-
tures. Equation (5.2) can be linearized as:

e, = h,(r, -r,,0 )

h,=E,u,ro(T,*o'+r,')(r*o +1) (W/m2K¡

Here h, is the heat transfer coefficient for longwave radiation.

The conductive/convective heat transfer is much more complicated. The most
detailed approach is to solve Navier-Stoke's equations, which describe the me-

chanical and thermodynamic behaviour of a fluid. These equations are physi-
cally correct for laminar flow but for turbulent flow approximations must be

used. The computational task is huge since the discretisation mesh in two or
three dimensions must be fine. This particular field of study is called compu-
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tational fluid dynamics or CFD.It is to date not possible to trust a particular
numerical solution of a specific fluid flow problem without experimental veri-
fication from a similar problem. To circumvent the need for a full CFD, model
different simplifications are used. The most common method is to use a con-

vective heat transfer coefficient: /r", which describes the heat transfer from
some fictitious, but representative air temperature to the surface temperature.

q,:h,(T,,To,Ð.(r"-7,) (W/m2) (5.4)

The heat transfer coefficient can be determined experimentally or analytically
or by a mix of both methods. The air flow is divided in natural and forced
convection. Both types can be laminar or turbulent respectively. If the air flow
is due to fans and wind this is called forced convection. If the air flow is pro-
duced by density differences of different air packages due to temperature dif-
ferences this is called natural or buoyancy driven convection. If there is only
natural convection, h" wlll typically depend on the temperature difference be-

tween the surface and the air, the actual geometry and the absolute tempera-

ture. If the air flow is forced the fan or wind will readily dominate over the in-
fluence from temperature differences. The air flow in a room will hence be a
mix of natural and forced convection, with the natural convection often domi-
nant. The exterior air flow is almost exclusively forced. Table 5.1 shows the

order of the different coefficients.

Table 5.1 Typical values for the heat transfer cofficients for winter conditions.

Interior Exterior
h" 1-4 Wlr*K 5-15 V/im2K

h, 5 Wm2K 4 Wm2K

This study only deals with the interior convective heat transfer coefficient.

5.2 Interior convective heat transfer coefficient
The formulae for the convective heat transfer coefficients can be determined

theoretically, experimentally or by a mix of both. The theoretic formulae are

derived from boundary layer theory from a vertical heated plane in an undis-
turbed surrounding. The plane can have either uniform temperature or uniform
heat flux. For pure laminar flow analytic or semi-analytic solutions exist. The
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formulae from experiments are derived from a wide range of situations. Both
scaled experiments in water and full scale experiments with air have been per-

formed. From theoretic analysis it is found that the heat transfer depends on

four different dimensionless numbers:

Reynolds number R"='H
v

Prandtl number Pr =! -þ'oa¡,
(s.s)

Grashof number G" = 8þLT H3

With:

Rayleigh number Ra = Gr.Pr

cp

o6

H

tr
p

v=p/p
a=ìv I (p co)

F = 1Æ (for air)

AT

free stream velocity

thermal conductivity

specific heat at constant pressure

gravitational gravity

characteristic dimension, here height

dynamic viscosity

density

kinematic viscosity

thermal diffusivity
thermal expansion coefficient

temperature difference

u

¡"

(m/ s)

(wmK)
(Jlke K)
(m/st)

(m)

(N s /m2)

(ks/nf)

1m2l s)

(-tl.)
(K')
(K)

The convective heat flow to a plane wiìen the fluid flow is parallel to the plane

is described by:

q"(x)=n"@).Â7 =¡7ÀNu-(¡) (w/m2) (5.6)
x
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Here Nu* is the local Nusselt number, h"* the local heat transfer coefficient, x is
the length from the edge of the plane in the flow direction. The mean heat flow
is described by the mean Nusselt number (Nu) or the mean heat transfer coef-

ficient h":

q" = LTL,(H, = tr[, ti(x)dx

(5.7)

Nu.(.r)*=¡rÀNu(A)
xH

For laminar natural convection the local and mean Nusselt number is propor-
tional to Ra,1/4 . The constants wary somewhat depending on if they are based

of theoretical calculations or experiments. (Bejan 1993)

Nu(H) = 0.51 Ral# Nu*(x)= 0.39 Rala

or (5.8)

h"(H)=ßs(+\''^ ti',)=o.ss(Y)'''s\ 
\H) \x/

ff the plate is sufficiently long the flow will become turbulent. This transition
occurs where 108 <Gr< 10101Beian 1993). Usually the flow is considered lami-
nar if Gr<10e and turbulent if G>10e. For air this corresponds to Gr=10e =Ra,

=10e. For turbulent flow the mean and local Nusselt number is proportional to
Ra,r/3lMcAdams 1954, Churchill and Chu 1975):

Nu(H) =0.11Ra¡¡l/'-185 Nu*(-r) = 0.11 Ra,t"
or (5.9)

h"(H) =l.33\Trt3 -0.474 I H li(x) =L.33LTI'3

If (5.9) and (5.8) is evaluated for I=15"C we get the following formula:

t.34(LT I H)tt4 LT H3 < g.5m3K

h"(H)= (s.10)

l33LT1/3 -0.4741 H LT H3 > 9.5m3K

This formula is hereafter referred to as Churchill and Chu

^','l'
(W/m2)
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Churchill and Chu derived a formula valid for the whole range (laminar, tran-

sition, turbulent):

Nu(H) = (0.825 +0.324 Rulu)t

or (5.11)

h,(H)= 0.017 t * * o.zgstT:l; + L27 Lr1t3
x

This formula is hereafter referred to as Churchill and Chu 2. Figure 5.1 shows

the local and mean heat transfer coefficient h" and ft"* when equations (5.8)-

(5.11) are used. The transition from laminar to turbulent is set to Ra=10e but
the transition zone 108 < Ra=1010 is also indicated. ln fact most of the wall is
in this transition zone.

-Nu*(x) 
= 0.386 Ra^(1/4)

wNu(H) = 0.515 Ra^(1/4)

-Nu(H) = (0.825+O.324 Ra^1/6)^2

-Nu+(x) 
= 0.ll Ra^(1/3)

*Nu(H) = 0.11 Ra^(1/3)-18.5

Ra =108 Ra =10e Ra=0.8 1010
(wm2lt)h

4.O

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.O

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

0 0.5 11.52
Distance from leading edge (m)

2.5 3

Figure 5.1 The local and meøn convective heøt transfer cofficient for øir based on
equations (5.8)-(5.11). The..lemperature dffirence is LT=3o C and the

mean temperature 20"C.

Almadari and Hammond (1983) suggested a formula valid for both the laminar

and turbulent region:

localh* 
"';
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n = 

[[,,, 
(f)"-]' *(r :s (o'¡*,']"' (wm2K) (s.12)

Formulae based on full scale experiments give in general a slightly higher
value than analytic or small scale experiments. Min et al (1956) performed ex-

periments in a test cell with floor areas 3.6 x 7 .2 m2 or 3.6 x 3.6 m2 and the

height 2.4 or 3m. The temperature difference was above 3"C between surface

and air. For the floor heating case they got:

h. =2^r:: (wm,K) (s.r3)

Hatton and Awbi (1995) made full scale experiments in a test cell with the

floor area 2.78 x 2.78 tt and height 2.3 m. The temperature difference be-

tween surface and air was between 5 and 30 'C. The walls were aluminium
plated and longwave radiation was taken into account. The heat transfer coef-
ficient was based on heated parts of the test cell. They found the mean convec-

tive heat transfer coefficient for the wall to be:

h" =1.57 LTo3r (Wm2r) (5.14)

Khalifa and Marshall (1990) used a test cell with floor area2.95 x2.35 nf and

height 2.05 m and a temperature difference of 0.5 to 3.5 "C. The walls in the

test cell were aluminium coated. The longwave radiation exchange was not
taken into account. With floor heating they got for the wall.

h" =2.07 LTo23 (W/m2K) (5.15)

With a radiator opposite to the cold wall they got for the wall:

h" =2.20LTo'22 ('Mm2K) (5.16)

Radiator opposite to the cold wall, for the glazing:

h, =7.6lLTo06 (Wm2K) (5.17)

With radiator under glazing, for the wall:

h" =2.35LTo'21 (Wm2K) (5.1S)

With radiator under window, for the windows:

h" =g.o7 LTott (wm'zr¡ (5.19)
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Delaforce et al (1993) made measurements in an outside test cell with the floor
area 2.O3 x 2.03 m2 and the height 2.33 m. The heat was supplied by an air
heating system and the temperature difference was in the range of 0.5-4.0 "C.
They did not formulate equations.

In Figure 5.2 the different heat transfer coefficients are shown. The results

from Delaforce et al are indicated as black squares. When the formula has 0.25

as an exponent the experiment is predominantly laminar. An exponent of 0.33

indicates a more turbulent situation. The highest value is about 2 times the

lowest one. Churchill and Chu gives the lowest values and Min et al gives the

highest or close to the highest. These two formulae will subsequently be used

to compare with the measured values from this study. Churchill and Chu 2 in
gives in this interval the same values as (5.14).

,¿" flry/m2K)
4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.O

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

*43 t a-

--/ ":1-*æ^ l*5*^-
. -,,2", -=n

Æ

a

,,,.;,,-c.,"""""

rlffi" ô a

ita..a

0 2 3 4

^r 
(K)

5 6 7 I

- 
Khalifa Marshall (5.18)

----- Khalifa Marshall (5. 16)

" " Almadari and Hammond (5.12)

' "' Curchill and Chu (5.10)

- ' Min et al (5.13)

- ' - Hatton and Awbi (5.14)

o Delaforce et al

A selection of convective heat transfer cofficients found in the litera-
ture. H=2m.

Figure 5.2
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6 Experimental setup

6.1 Description of test room
The test room was one of seven similar rooms inside a experimental building
locared in Lund, Sweden (atitude 55.72",longitude 13.22'): Minilab. Figure

6.1 shows the outline of the building. The test room was room E. The building
was designed so that seven experiments could be performed simultaneously.

Room E had the dimensions 3 . 3.6 . 2.4 m. One wall and the roof were ex-

posed to the ambient climate. A window of the dimensions lm . 1.1 m was

placed in this wall, see Figure 6.2.The floor was on top of a basement which
held a constant temperature of 18 oC. The temperature in the room E varied
between 15 and 35 "C. Room D and F were identical. The house was built with
a sandwich construction of lightweight concrete and polystyrene. The interior
surfaces were all painted with a matt white colour except for the floor which
had a light brown linoleum carpet. The U-values for the building components

were:

V//m2K
rW/m2K

Wm2K
wm2K
Wm2K
whflK
V//m2K
V//m2K

North wall
'West wall
South wall
East wall
'Window

Floor
Roof
Door

0.15
0.15
0.21
0.15
0.81 or 1.80
0.16
o.74
0.5
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S

Figure 6.1 Test building Miniløb.

Inlet air terminal

2.4 m

Figure 6.2

Radiator back Radiator below window

3.6 m

Section of room E with window, rødintor positions and inlet øir termi-

nøL.

6.1.1 The external wall
The ambient, south wall, was built with a normal non load bearing stud wall.
The inner surface was a gypsum board covered with wall paper. The insulation
was nominally 95 + 50 mm mineral wool, total 145 mm. Outer surface was a
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wooden panel. The inner mineral wool was estimated being compressed to 90
mm. Four thermocouples were positioned in the wall at three heights on the

wall as indicated in Figure 6.3.

Wooden cladding

Ventilated air space

50 mm Minreal wool

95 mm (85-90 mm)Mineral wooi

Polyethylene film

13 mm Gypsum board

Thermocouples

Figure 6.3 The ambient wall with thermocouples.

l,gyp,u-= O.2zWln:K
dgypr*rr=13 mm
I-i'woorr= 0.036 W/mK

Pminwool r2}kglrrf
d¡¡¡in*oolr=90-95mm

Lninwoolz= 0.032 W/mK

Pminwool2= 55 kg1m3

d,6n*oo12=50 mm

6.1..2 Windows
Two windows were investigated: one superinsulated 4-pane window and one

"normal" 3-pane window. The superinsulated window had a centre-of-glass U-
value of 0.62Wlm2K and a total U-value of 0.81 W/m2K. The normal window
had a centre-of-glass U-value of 1.75 W/m2K and a total U-value of 1.80

Wm2K. The description was (from outside to inside):

|.
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4 mmpane (Pilkington Float)

50 mm air space

IGU

4 mm with low e-coating (LuxGuard)

16 mm argon gas

4 mmpane (Pilkington Float)
16 mm argon gas

low-e coating on 4 mm pane (LuxGuard)

The glass area was 1.1 m2. The insulated glass unit is denoted IGU

The normal 3-pane window

4 mmpane (Pilkington Float)

43 mm air space

IGU
4 mmpane (Pilkiigton Float)
12mm air gas

4 mmpane (Pilkington Float)

6.2 Heating and ventilation
The room had either an electric radiator of maximum 500 W or a radiator with
maximum 1000 W. The smaller radiator had the dimensions 0.5 m x 0.05 m x
0.4 m (width x depth x height) and the larger radiator had the dimensions: 1.3

mx 0.O24 m x 0.6 m. The radiator was placed either O.2 m from the north
(back) wall in the centre of the wall or O.I2 m from south wall under the win-
dow. The radiator was controlled by its own bimetallic thermostat and some-

times by a Proportional and Integrating controller (Pl-controller) that con-

trolled from different thermocouples in the room. The ventilation system had

an air inlet terminal in the ceiling 0.30 m from the south wall and an air outlet
at the top east corner of the north wall 0.09 m from the ceiling and 0.40 m from
the east wall. The inlet terminal blew air vertically into the room parallel to the

ceiling. The ventilation rate during.the period was between 0 and 1.0 ach. No
cooling system was installed.
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6.3 Description of measurement system
The room was equipped with about 70 thermocouples of type T, a global sola-

rimeter on the façade and an airspeed meter 100 mm from the centre of the

glass pane perpendicular to the glass. Measurements were taken every minute

and averaged to 10, 30 and 60 minutes mean values. The measurement system

was four calibrated Acurex Netpak units.

The positions of most of the thermocouples are described in table 6.1

Tøble 6.1 Thermocouples in the test room

VA South wall 2.25 m from floor 1->4 Out -> In

VB South wall 1.45 m from floor 1->4 Out -> In

VC South wall 0.19 m from floor 1->4 Out -> In

Floor Floor middle 1

TA Ceiline middle t->2 Out-> In
Gr-Gs Window 1.44m from floor r->4
WA West wall 1.63 m from floor I
rwB West wall 0.82 m from floor I
EA East wall 1.63 m from floor 1

EB East wall 0.82 m from floor 1

BA North wall 1.63 m from floor I
BB North wall 0.82 m from floor I

The thermocouple rows in the exterior walls VA, VB and VC were used to es-

timate the conduction through the walls. Unfortunately was the conduction at

VC not conclusive with a heat flow meter test. Therefore the results from VC
are not included here. VC is only used in the visualisation of the air tempera-

tures see chapter 9.

6.3.1 Thermocouples on interior surfaces
The positions and names of the thermocouples on the interior surfaces are

shown in Figure 6.4 except for ceiling and floor which had one thermocouple

each in the centre.
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EA

EB

WA

WB

East wall. West wall.

BA

Figure 6.4

South wall. Nonh (back) wall.

The positions and denotions of the thermocouples on the wells.

6.3.2 Thermocouples in air
There were 18 thermocouples in the air as shown in Figure 6.5. These thermo-
couples were made of 0.08 mm stripped wire and compensated. This means

that there were in fact three thermal nodes where two of them were connected

with a non-stripped wire giving an emf in the opposite direction of the stripped

one. The idea of this setup was that the negative emf would compensate the

absorbtion of solar radiation in the stripped wire. This is investigated in more

detail in section 8.4.

Gl-5

VA

VB

VC
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Inlet air terminal+ = Thermocouples

I
+

++

+

+
2.4 m

Figure 6.5

Radiator back Radìator below window

3.6. m

Air, back wall, floor and ceiling thermocouples.

6.3.3 Thermocouples on window panes
There were 1l thermocouples in the window. They were made of 0.08 mm sil-
ver coated wire glued to the window pane under a microscope cover glass of
0.1 mm. This was made to maximise the thermal contact between the thermo-

couple and the window pane. The cover glass also ensured that the surface was

plane thus not effecting the heat transfer coefficient and that the emissivity was

that of glass.

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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500 nm

100 m

100 nm Gr

G2

3T'

550 mm

100 mm

" = Thermocouple under
cover glass

Figure 6.6 Thermocouples on window seen from the inside

100 nm

550 mm

100 nn

Figure 6.7

| = Thernocouple under cover glass

Thermocouples in 4-pane window. The positions in the 3-pane window

were similar.

M

Ml, .Gt

M
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6.4 Tested heating and ventilation situations
Tests were performed for different positions of the radiator and different ven-

tilation designs. The experiments are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 The experiments that were performed.

Radiator position Type Ventilation Inletdirection
back wall
back wall
back wall
back wall
back wall
below window
below window
below window
below window

500 w
1000 v/
500 w
500 w
500 w
500 v/
500 w
500 w
500 w

0

0

0.5 ach

1 ach

1 ach

0

0.5 ach

1 ach

1 ach

north (back in room)
north
south (to window)

north
north
south

The radiator was controlled by its own bimetallic thermostat and sometimes by
a Pl-controller with temperature input from different thermocouples in the

room.
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7 Thermal models

7.1, Thermal model for wall
The problem was to frnd q"on¿ in equation (3.1). In order to do this the heat

transfer equation had to be solved. Suppose a composite material is made of N
layers. The heat conduction equation in material nr. n is

òT(x,t) _ 7\n ð2r(x,t)
(T/s) (7.r)

òt pncn òxz

Here l,n, cn and pn are the conductivity, heat capacity and density of layer z. For
the walls (7.1) was solved with the explicit finite difference method:

\n*t =4" +
dt (7,!r-7,')L,_rl fu,_, 

(7.2)

+(f¡1, - 7," )L,*, I dx,*rf

05'(dx,_rc,_, + dx,c,)

This model was chosen to permit temperature dependent properties of the ma-

terials. The temperature dependency did not affect the result noticeable though.

For the simulation of the wall the first (interior) and third thermocouple (be-

tween the two mineral wool layers) were used as boundary conditions. Typi-
cally 20 cells were used.

7.2 Model for radiation exchange in room
The longwave radiation from surface I to surface 2, for diffuse grey surfaces,

is (Siegel and Howell):

e1.2=oÈ,r,aJJ*P dAtdAz ff) (7.3)

44

or with the view factor F¡2:
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Q,, = oerTl A, Fr,,

J,=c-r-,40 +(t-E¡)G¡ (W/m2)

The total incoming radiation G¡ is the sum of the "/¡ for all N surfaces

N

4G,=\4r,.,t, (w)
j=r

With (7.5) equation (7.8) becomes :

N

4G,= A\r,.,t, (w)
j=r

If this is used in equation (7 .7) we get:

J, =ciÊ,7,0 +(t-r,)Ë F,.¡ J ¡
j=1

of

(w)

F,, =I ¡ ¡cosor 
c-osoz dAldA) (-)

"z A, J^ I ,rÍr, \ ¿

^t ^2

From the definition of F¡2 it follows that:

4F,,¡ = A¡F¡,, (*) (7.5)

The longwave radiation exchange in a room with diffuse grey surfaces can be

described by (Siegel and Howell):

Q¡= A¡( G'- J,) (W) (7'6)

Here Q¡ is the net heat flow to surface i, A¡ is the area, G¡ is the total incoming
radiation (per unit area) and,I¡ is the total radiation (per unit area) leaving the
surface. The net heat flow Q¡ is, if the surface is a wall, compensated by con-

duction into the wall and convection to the air. The radiation 
"I¡ 

is the sum of
the reflected and emitted radiation:

(W/m2)

(7.4)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.e)

(7.10)
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N

6t,T,o =I(ô,,, -(1,-e,)F,.,)J, (W)
j=1

(7.rt)
ôi,r = 1, i= j
ô',j = o' i+ j

Assuming that no surface sees itself, F¿¡=0. If (7.11) is used for all N surfaces

an equation system is produced:

T¡=6|-¡44 4,, =ô,,¡ -(I-e,)4,¡ J¡=J¡

(7.1,2)

T=FJ

with the solution:

J = F-lT (Wm'z) (7.r3)

From (7.6) and(7.7)we get the net heat flow:

e, = A,*p,-o ri) (w) (7.r4)
l-t¡'

Finding the view factors F¡,¡ caî be done numerically or with analytical solu-

tions for special problems. In this study the view factors are calculated with
formulae from Gross et al (1981). Only two rectangular surfaces with parallel

boundaries are dealt with here. The surfaces can be either parallel or perpen-

dicular. Figure 7.1 shows the perpendicular case and Figure 7.2 the parallel
case.

The view factor is calculated as a series of additions:

AtFt,z= >r>>
t=1 k=r j=L i=l

[(-t¡t'*'*o*" 
v (r,, y ¡,\0,\)l (7.1s)
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Here Vis, for the perpendicular case:

,=*lu

-ito+1' -(r - nl')rn( *' +\' + (y - n)')

(7.16)

n

v

si

x1

Figure 7.1 Two surfaces in perpendicular planes.

x2
x
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For the parallel case:

v=L
2n

*"*[G- *)(z' +(n - r)')o'

*",*[-(\- v)zar**(?)+ (n - Ð(z' +(ç - ")')o' (r'*G-")')o'

Z

tsvb^

(.'.rtry
n-v

*)r\- *>, 'I ).;r",(22 
+(n- r)')z' +(\- y)' +(\- r)t

(e- x

-Itr+ (É - x¡2)rn(22+ (E -,)' + (q - r,')]

(7.17)

n
rlz

1'lr

v

y2

y1

xl

x

Figure 7.2 Two surfaces in parallel planes.

x2
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The matrix F in equation system (7.13) has only to be solved once, since it
does not depend on the temperatures. The radiation fTow Qi can then be calcu-

lated for each sample period with (7.13) and (7.14).

The emissivities for which the calculations best matched the measurements

were:

walls, ceiling, floor
radiator

e = 0.91

e = 0.95

From the manufacturer (Pilkington)

glass pane e = 0.837

7.3 Thermal model for window
The problem was to find q""¿ in equation (3.2). To do this a lumped capacity

model was used. For the inner pane this gives the following equation:

dT_
frrron, = ez-t I e" * e,l eou (wm'z) (7.18)

Here, Cpon" is the heat capacity of the window pane per unit area, 42 1 is the total
heat transfer from pane 2 to pane L. Pane I is the inner pane with thermo-

couples Gt-Gs. Pane 2 is in the 3-pane window the pane with thermocouples

Mt-Ms, but in the 4-pane window it is the middle pane in the IGU. The heat

flow q21was calculated as:

(7.1,9)

Here is lf-|"the convective/conductive heat transfer coefficient between pane 2

and 1 and h21,is the radiation coefficient. In the 3-pane window there was only
one unknown parameter q", but in the 4-pane window both q" and the tem-

perature of pane 2, 72, were unknown. This led to an equation system which
was solved numerically. These calculations were performed on each tempera-

ture sample.
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7.3.1 Convective/conductive heat transfer
The model was one dimensional through the window. For the conduc-

tive/convective heat transfer the formulae from ElSherbiny et al (1982) were

used.

R¿ = 
8FÂZW3

va

Nur = 0.0605 Ra1/3

Nu, = 0.242 (Fta.W I H)o'u'
(7.20)

with:

Nu, = {t 
. 

[,0.104 
Ra0'2e' r(t+g3t{Rers')]'}"'

Nu = max[Nur,Nur,Nur]

W width of air gap between the panes

H height ofpanes

LT temperature difference between panes

I
t^e =-1,ler+ller-l

(m)

(m)

(K)

The convective/conductive heat transfer coefficient between pane 2 and I h2-1"

is then:

t-2-r _ ìvo,rNun =& (wmrK) (7.21),w

7.3.2 Longwave radiation heat transfer
The longwave radiation between the window panes is modelled as grey diffuse
longwave exchange between two infinite parallel planes:

It-t =e*o(Tr'+r])(r,+rr) (w/m2r) rin Kelvin
(7.22)
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Here the emissivity for the panes were 0.837 for the non coated pane and 0.12

for the coated one.

7.3.3 Shortwave radiation
For uncoated panes the shortwave radiation model was exactly the same as

used by Källblad (1998). For coated panes the model used here was a bit dif-
ferent. The basic features were for each pane:

1. Calculations were based on refraction indices and extinction coefficients

2. Fresnell's equations for optically thick layers were used.

3. In each pane parallel and perpendicular polanzation were treated sepa-

rately.

4. The diffuse properties were calculated by integrating over the half sphere.

5. Modelling coated panes are much more complicated than to model non

coated panes. The reason is that the materials can no longer be considered

as optically thick. Roos (1997) shows an excellent summary of the differ-
ent approaches and suggests one himself. The best model is to use the ba-

sic physical properties of the coatings, layer by layer. This approach is dif-
ficult to perform since the exact compositions of the coatings are generally

not known. The approach chosen here was to model panes with coatings as

having a fictive refraction index and extinction coefficient. This fictive re-

fraction index and extinction coefficient were adjusted to reproduce the

mean reflectance and transmission at normal incidence. With these fictive
parameters the Fresnell equations could be used to give angular dependent

transmission and reflectance. The calculated reflectance was then adjusted

by a factor to account for the fact that a coated pane has different reflec-

tance on the coated and non coated side. Roos (1997) suggested instead of
this to use a simple polynomial for the reflectance and transmission. In this

study the advantage of differeñt methods to model coated panes, have not

been studied.

The features for the glazingpackage calculation were:
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1. The direct and diffuse properties of each window pane were treated sepa-

rately.

2. The parallel and perpendicular polarizations were not treated separately

when calculating the behaviour of the whole package. The error when us-

ing this approximation is however small.

The measurement of the solar radiation was made with a global solarimeter.

The diffuse and direct part were not measured separately. The shortwave

model did however treat the direct and diffuse part differently. Therefore a
simple linear model was used to model the diffuse and direct part as a function
of the total radiation.
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8 Verification of models

In this chapter we will investigate how the described models for wall and win-
dow can be verified. Two types of measurements were performed: a heat flow
meter was used and a thermocouple ladder in the air. The first section deals

with the theory needed to investigate how well the heat flow meter performs in
interaction with window and wall.

8.1 Fourier analysis
Suppose a composite material is made of N layers. The heat conduction equa-

tion in material nr. n is

òT(x,t) _ ì,", ð27(x,t)

òt pncn ðx2

The Fourier transform of a functionf (..,t) is here denoted "f (..,to)

,I (..,') =if (..,,).e-'*dt and f (..,t)=*l¡t-,a)'e'*da

(T/s)

The Fourier transform in the time domain of (8.1) is

lro.f("r,ar)=
7\n òzî(x,a)

pnc, òxz

The general solution to (8.3) is:

ilx,(I)= ¿(co)sinh( itryncn l?tn + B(to)cosh(

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

ictqncn l?'n (8.4)

where A(ro) and B(to) is evaluated fronì the boundary conditions. The heat flow
in the x direction is denoted q:

n ðT(x,t) ^ ð7(x,ro)q=-Ln.::Ë Ð 4 =-7"n
òx'rtðx
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If the two boundaries for a layer in the wall is x=xnand x=rn+t a matrix rela-
tionship can be formulated for 7 and Ç :

"otn(a,,{irry,"¡ 4)

-Ln ioqncn /À"n sinh(d, IoPn cn lLn

st"n(a,,[irry,"¡ 4)

^"i

¿o)p ncn llvn

T(x,nr,ø)

4(xr*t,@)

T(xn*r,a)

4 (xn*r,0J)

T (xn*1,tÐ)

4(xn*t,o)

cosn(d, irsJ4 ncn llun

Íçx,,a)
4(x^,a)

or

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.e)

(8.10)

= Gn (ro
T(xn,a)

4(x,,a)

n-l Gr

,I

Here G,(co) is the transfer function matrix from layer n to n+L The transfer
function matrix for layer 1 to layer n is simply the product of the different G¡

matrices:

G G
T(xr,co)

ã(xr,a)
n

Gn,, =Gn G.-, G, =[;;il:l 'iff:)
The heat flow Ç (rn*r,rrl) becomes after some calculations:

d (xn*t,o))= Ìt,,,'l[ rli - tirf')* i r*,.,,r> 4
or

4(xn*r,@) = 7(x,,crl) .c,l(ar) + Í1""*,,ro)'cJ (al) (8.11)

The absolute value and the phase angle of Gl, and Gd, have a simple
physical connection. ff the temperature T(xr*,.,1) is a sinus with amplitude ?"*t
the angle frequency o: and T(x1,t)=Q, the heat flow q(xn*1, r) will be:
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e(xn*r,t)= 4u.,lc/1ro)l rin[<o .t + ""str(c{ flo;)] (8.12)

With a corresponding equation for Gln with (x¡y*1, /) = 0 and Z(x1, l) a sinus.

The factor lc¡/,(rlr)l is called the gain and angle(Gd,(ro)) is the phase. The de-

pendence of q(xn*1, r) on different frequencies can now easily be studied.

Sometimes it is more convenient to deal with the period time t, instead of the

angle frequency:

tp=2nla (s)

V/ith T¡.1= 1 and T(ry, t)=Q we get:

T(x**r,t) = 1.0'sin(2æ 't I t p) (K) (8.13)

q(xn*1,t)= lcj Crrl.sin[zæ 't / t o + angk(cî trrl)]twm) (8.14)

8.2 Windows
A heat flow meter was designed and built by Hfüansson (1984). The heat flow
meter was built from a circuit board with the thickness of 1.55 mm. The heat

flow meter was tested by the Swedish National Test and Research lnstitute to
have a voltage to heat flow constant of 19 +l- I Wh* /mV. This heat flow
meter was applied to the window and the walls in the room.

8.2.1 Analysis of heat flow meter on inner 4-pane
window

The frequency analysis of the window must be done with constant resistances

in the airspace between the panes. This approximation is adequate for the con-

vective/conductive heat transfer in the airspace since it is mainly conductive,
thus not temperature dependent. The longwave radiation exchange depends on

the absolute temperature but not on the temperature difference so the error of
the approximation depends on the amplitude if the temperature variation. What
is investigated here is how accurate the heat flow meter measures when placed

on the inner pane where the temperature variation is moderate.

If the temperature inside or outside varies sinusoidally with the amplitudes 7'r,
and Too,, the transfer functions Gtu^(t) and G'"'n(tr) describe how the heat flow
varies atlayer n.
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q(xn*¡,t o) =la': <, ,>l'T,i sin(2nt I t o + angle(Gi Q )) +

l;lrf' A ,11'T!., sin(2nt t t o + ansle(ci" {t )) 
(8' 15)

Figure 8.1 shows the gain of the inner pane ( lGhsro""l ), the flow into the heat

flow meter (lGi"¡¡n,¡nl ) and the heat flow as measured by the heat flow meter (

lc*hf,l ) as dependent on the period in minutes. Figure 8.2 shows lGo''gbul,

lGo*¡¡n,¡l andl?u'¡¡,1. The quotient between lGinrto,/Gi'n¡nl andlG""'rr""/G"'n¡nl are

shown in Figure 8.3. From these figures one can deduce that the heat flow
meter measures the correct heat flow for any variation in temperature on the

outer pane down to at least a period of 2 minutes. For a variation on the inner
pane the heat flow meter measures within lOTo efior for periods over 10 min-
utes and within SVo effor for periods over 4 hours. The heat flow meter can

thus be used to verify the thermal window model (without solar radiation) with
the accuracy of 5Vo if the temperafure variation time period is more than 4

hours.

lc I (Wm2K) Tin=10+10*sin(2rlperiod) "C, Tout=l0'C

1000

100
*->>\

- 
lG_glassl

- 
lc_hftn,inl

@tc hfml

10 100

period (minutes)

1000 10000

Figure 8.1 The gain of the transþr.functions lG'" gto",l, I Gtnol-¡n I and lG'"¡¡, I for a
sinusoidal temperature variation on the inside.

10

1

1
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lG I (Wm2K) Tin=l0.c, Tout=l0 +1;o*sirL(2nt tperiod\ "c
10

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

- 
Tin=l0sin0+10, Tout=l0

-Tin=10, 
Tout=1 0+10sin0

10000

period (minutes)

The quotient lGinrto", / G'"rÍ^ I and lGou'rø"" / G 'oÍ^ lversus the period in

minutes of the temperature.

1

Figure 8.2

pei.iod (minutes)

The gain of the transfer functions lGo"'gr^rl, I Go''ol^,,, I and lGo"'ry, I

for ø sinusoídal temperature variation on the outside.
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8.2.2 Comparison with heat flow meter measurements
Figure 8.4 shows a comparison between calculated and measured heat flow
through the centre of the 4-pane window. The difference is in general less than

1 Wm2 or 6 Vo. Figure 8.5 shows a comparison between calculated and meas-

ured heat flow through the centre of the 3-pane window. The difference is in
general less than 2Whr.2 or7 Vo.

HeatFlow (Wm2)
20

10

-5

olto3 12h 02103 00h o2to3 t2h

Date (940301-940303)

03/03 00h 03t03 r2h

Figure 8.4 Cølculated and measured heøt flow through the 4-pane window. The

sun møkes the døytime values unsuitable for compørison.

15

5

0

.rL^_ À
\7^-f

\ l \,

-Heat 
Flow Meter

- 
G2 Heat Flow
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Heat Flow (Wm2)
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2U05 r2h 22105 00h 22tO5 12h 23105 00h

Date (1996)

23105 7211 24t05 00h

Figure 8.5 Calculated and meqsured heaî flow through the 3-pane window. Win-

dow completely shieldedfrom sun.

8.2.3 Mayer ladder
Measuring the convective heat transfer at a surface is difficult. In this report a

roundabout method is used by first measuring and calculating the conductive

heat transfer in the material, then the longwave radiation, then the solar ab-

sorption and finally finding the convective part as the difference between the-

ses numbers. Delaforce (1993) used the temperature difference in the air close

to the wall to estimate the convective heat transfer. The method is based on an

instrument used by Mayer (1987) but Delaforce used different spacing of the

thermocouples. Delaforce bases the calculations on the temperature profile:

T(x)=To+(T*o -To)'¿-ttd' (K) (8.16)

with
To air temperature

T,u,l surface temperature

y distance from surface

dtt thickness of thermal boundary layer

-Heat 
Flow Meter

- 
G2 Heat Flow

A
zr

I \À / \\ f
\ I

\ \r
Y U// \ lv

The convective heat flow at the surface is then
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q" =Ìvo¡,(To-T*t) I dbt (Wm)

The temperature profile usually proposed is for the turbulent case

(8.17)

(8.20)

The equations for the velocity field are usually

I* = Pr.)*

T" = Atln(y*)+4,

T* -- Arln(yn)+Ao

r,t* = y*

r.f = Bt ln(y*) + B,

u* = B3ln(yn)+Bo

Conductive sublayer

Blending region 
(8.18)

Lo garithmic (fu lly turbulent)

region

Viscous sublayer

Blending region 
(8.19)

Logarithmic (fu lly turbulent)

region

(-)

y <5

5<yn <40

4o<y*

y <5

5<y* <4o

4o<y*

T*''-T(Y)
Dimensionless temperature: T* - pcu"T

Dimensionless velocity: un -L (-)
ur

Local Reynolds number: y*

Friction velocity: ttr

Prandtl number (=0.71 for air) Pr

lur (-)
v

(m/ s)

(-)

The coefficients in (8.18) and (8.19) can be determined by experiments or
analysis. Yuan et al (1992) suggested the following formulae for both natural
and forced turbulent convection air flow simulations in rooms. The equations

are derived from forced convection but were validated with data from natural
convection also:
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r*=Pryn 0<y*<5
T* =4.1.51n(y")-3.13 5<y* <18.6

7* = 3.601n (y*)- 1.52 18.6 < y* <44.5 
(8'21)

Tn =2.l3ln(y+)+4.05 44.5<y"

They suggested for the velocity profile:

u*=y* 0<y*<5
u* =4.821n(y*)-2.75 5<y* <18.6

u* =3.471n(y*)+0.98 18.6< y* <44.5 
(8'22)

u+ = 2.321n1y*¡ + 5.Zl 44.5 < y*

For natural convection Peng and Peterson (1995) suggested a variation on the
formulae for laminar flow:

(Ð I v
õ

õ = ô* 3.138 Gr,{'076

ô* =.Í.Gfr-t

ut = 5.425v Gro'a2a
x

u6 2

u= ul

Here Gr* is the Grashof number :

Gr, = 8þ(T"o -T*'Ðx3 $.24)
v-

This number times the Prandtl number is used to indicate whether a natural
convection flow is turbulent or laminar. If Gr. Pr<10e the flow is mostly lami-
nar. Over this value there is a transition zone until the flow is fully turbulent.

(8.23)

(8.2s)

T=Trou*(To,,-T,ou v
õr

õr = õ* 211.426 Gr"-"
T = 1.15

ôr = ô* 7.810 Gr,{'12

\ =l/7

innei layer

,( )'

outer layer
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With these temperatures and velocity profiles the local heat transfer coefficient
flow becomes:

h,(x) = 0'oo77 '7"Ctr(x)o'a6 / x

where x is the distance from the leading edge

(w/m) (8.26)

A Mayer ladder was built at the Dep. of Building Science, see Figure 8.6 and

Figure 8.7. The thermocouple wires had the diameter 0.08 mm. The ladder was

placed on the window inner pane. Measurements were performed both with
and without solar radiation.

1 pair r=82.4 mm

I pair r=33 mm

I pair.r=13.1 mm

2 pairs r=4.1 mm

5 pairs r=1.1 mm

Figure 8.6 Mayer ladder built at Dep. of Building Science by Håkønsson.
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Tw in, differential tem perature therm ocouples

C on stantan
Glass frame

C opper

D ifferential
v oltage

Figure 8.7 The principle of how the first 5 thermocouple pairs are mounted. Only

two pairs are shown in the figure.

Figure 8.8 shows the temperature difference between surface and air according
to the Mayer ladder. Strong solar radiation reverses the temperature difference
during the day. The radiator was beneath the window and one can clearly see

when it went on and off during the night. It should be emphasised that even

though thermocouple measurements can not give the absolute temperature with
a better accuracy than at best +/- 0.1 oC, a temperature difference measurement

is very accurate. The reason for this is that the inaccuracy when measuring a

reference temperature disappears. To increase the accuracy even more, 5 ther-
mocouple pairs were used for the first node,2 for the second and one for the

rest. Even if the thermocouples absorb sun, this will not affect the net tem-
perature difference between the nodes.
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Figure 8.8 Temperature dffirence betvveen surface and air according to lhe

Mayer lødder. Strong solar radiqtion reverses the temperqture differ-
ence during the day. The rødiøtor wos beneath the window.

To test equations (8.16)-(8.25) the different temperature profiles together with
the measured values were plotted against the distance, see Figure 8.9 (radiator

below window) and Figure 8.10 (radiator at back wall).

The case with radiator at the back wall is likely to result in laminar natural

convection. The window is positioned in the middle of the wall O.92 m from
the floor. The effective length in the middle of the window might be more than

0.5 meter due to the wall. The frame of the window will of course affect the air
flow. These two facts should increase the chances of getting a more turbulent

flow. In Figure 8.9 all equations give reasonable accuracy when there is no

sun. Equation (8.16) and (8.21) give very similar results. For the case with so-

lar radiation (8.21) gives the best result and (8.25) has the largest discrepancy.

When the radiator is below the window the air flow is not only affected by the

temperature of the window but also of the heated plume that raises above the

radiator. The situation is not just natural convection. Figure 8.10 clearly shows

that equation (8.25) which is valid for almost laminar natural convection does

not describe what happens. Equation (8.16) and (8.21) give very similar results

for this case also. Overall (8.21) gives the best results.
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nn3
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Temperature difference ('C) Radiator back

-ã#*#" Without sol r radiati

\
a measured

(8.21) Yuan
(8.16) Mayer
(8.25) Peng\

Ñ*- Ë \*-È-
With solar ¡ ¡diation

0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

Distance from window pane (m)

0.07 0.08

Figure 8.9 Temperature dffirence between surface and øir from equations (8.16),

(8.21), (8.25) together with the measured values. Radiator beneath the

window.
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Figure 8.10 Temperature dffirence betvveen sutface and air from equations (8.16),

(8.21), (8.25) together with the measured values. Radiator a.t the back

wall.
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Figure 8.11 shows the calculated air velocity from equations (8.22) and (8.23)

together with two measured values. The case with solar radiation is not in-
cluded here, since the anemometer is likely to be affected by the sun. The re-

sults from equation (8.22) are based on a numerical fit of heat flow q and the

friction velocity u,. The anemometer did not have enough accuracy to be used

to estimate u" so there is no verification of this value. Figure 8.11 indicates that
ø" is much too high or that the air velocity function is not valid so far away

from the window pane.

¿ (rn/s)

' ' At \ilindow (Yuan)

- ' '. Back (Yuan)

-At 

window (Peng)

wBack(Peng)
I At window

S Back

,
,
I I
I
a

ñry. }Èqç{:qq*ffitw.

0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

Distance from window pane (m)

o.o7 0.08

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

0 0.01 0.02

Figure 8.Il The calculated velocity profiles from equations (8.22) and (8.23) to-

gether with meøsured vqlues. Rødiator beneath window and at the back

wall, no sun.

Table 8.1 shows the heat flow by conduction in the air between the pairs of
thermocouples. The estimated heat flows based on equations (8.16)-(8.26) are

also tabulated. In the air closest to the wall all heat transfer is performed by
conduction. This is sometimes called the conductive sub layer. One would
therefore expect that the estimated heat flows in Table 8.1 would increase with
the distance from the window pane if the first one is beneath this layer. This is
true except when the sun heats the pane. The difference in heat flow as meas-

ured by the first and second thermocouple pair (1.1 mm and 4.1 mm from the

pane respectively) is however quite small even then. It seems reasonable to es-

timate the convective heat flow to the window as the conductive heat flow over
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the first thermocouple pair. Only equation (8.21) has a linear behaviour close

to the wall and consequently the equation whose results are closest to pure

conduction close to the window is (8.21).

Tøble 8.1 Heat flow from pure conduction and from estimations based on equa-

tions (8.16)-(8.26).

Radiator at window Radiator at the back

wall
no sun sun no sun sun

y (m) econd= ?,",¡ (T;T*o) I y (W/m)

0.0011

0.0041

0.0131

0.0330

o.0824

11..97

5.85

2.63

r.t9

-27.32

-18.09

-9.23

-3.88

3.34

2.46

1.47

0.68

-15.14

-16.48

-10.76

-5.27

-2.40

Exponential (8.16)

0.0010

9.88

0.0010

-32.07

0.0155

3.60

o.or22

-16.22

dw (m)

q" (Wlrr*)

Yuan (fully turbulent) (8.21)

u" (-)

5y* = (m)

q"(Wlrrf)

0.0509

0.0015

15.10

0.0271.

0.0028

-29.74

0.0170

0.0044

3.35

o.o27r

0.0028

-17.75
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Peng (mainly laminar) (8.26)

PrGr¡.5 (-)

&¡ outer (m)

ôr outer (m)

q"(WkÊ)

5.25107

0.01,52

0.0813

1.71 108

0.0086

o.0627

2.98107

0.0200

o.o92r

1.06 108

0.0109

o.0697
:6.33 -35.45 2.77 -17.56

Figure 8.12 shows the heat flow through the inner window pane as measured

by the first thermocouple (Mayer 1) and calculated from the temperatures at

the centre of the window (Gr). The radiator is positioned in the back of the

room. Figure 8.13 shows the measured and estimated heat flow for a period

with the radiator beneath the window'.

In general the estimated and measured convective heat flow match quite well:
the difference below +l- IWlr* or relative difference +l-157o. This is achieved

even when the window is exposed to strong sunlight. The largest discrepancy

occurred during some of the nights when the radiator was back in the toom.

The difference then was -1.5 Wm2 under estimation or lOVo under estimation

for the G2 meâsurements. The reason for this is not clear but the consequence

is that the accuracy can be poor for low convective heat transfer (q"< 4 Wm)
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Figure 8.12 The heat flow through the inner window p&ne as measured by the

Mayer ladder and calculated from the temperatures at the centre of
the window (G). The radiøtor is positioned in the bqck of the room.
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Figure 8.14 shows the convective heat transfer coefficient å" as measured by
the Mayer ladder and calculated with the window model at Gr.

h" =Q"
T"¡ -To"

(wm'zK) (8.27)

In Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 the reference temperature is the average tem-
perature 0.1 m from the window pane. In Figure 8.14 the ventilation was 1.0

ach from the window with the radiator below. Equations from Churchill and

Chu and Min et aI are shown for comparison. The difference between the
Mayer h" and G2 h" are small for large negative values of AT. Above -4 the dif-
ference increases. The reason for this is that the accuracy of the measurements

becomes more noticeable for small absolute values for AI and, more impor-
tant, the accuracy in the shortwave window model decreases with increasing
inlet angle. For the air temperatures warmer than the window pane (47Þ0)

there seems to be a slight systematic. overestimation of G2 h" compared to the
Mayer h".The reason for this is not known.

hc Mayer s hc G2 
-Churchill 

and Chu *Min 
et al

W:
€ l.' ^$'$R w

. I u'es . .il.{
ç"'{

Ss
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2h"

I
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a

'c)(wm

1012 -4

^r 
('c )

a 0 2 4

Figure 8,14 Convective heøt trønsfer coefficient h" as measured by the Mayer lad-

der ønd calculated with the window model at Gt. Inlet 1.0 ach from the

window. Radiator below window. Equations from Churchill and Chu

and Min et al are shown for comparison.
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Figure 8.15 shows the same comparison as above but for a period with the

ventilation directed towards the window. The match between G2 h" and Mayer
h" are similar to the case above, good for large negative LT values and de-

creasing above 4 "C. The difference here is that the match for positive Å? is
quite good also.

h" (wtm2"c) hc Mayer " hc G2 
-Churchill 

and Chu *Min et al
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Figure 8.15 Convective heat transfer cofficient h" as measured by the Mayer lad-

der and calculated with the window model at G2. Inlet 1.0 ach towørds

the window. Radiator below window. Equations from Churchill and

Chu and Min et al are shown for comparison

8.2.4 Accuracy of the one dimensional model of the
window

The thermal model for the 3- and 4-pane window used in this study was one

dimensional. The results from measure'ìnents never gave a Nusselt number over

1.15 for the 4-pane window and never over 1.005 for the 3-pane window.
Thus, the heat transfer was all the time dominated by conduction especially for
the 3-pane window. The effect of longwave radiation was of course still 3 di-
mensional between the glass panes. Wright and Sullivan (1995) and Shapiro et

al (1987) used completeZ-and 3-dimensional models to calculate the local heat
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Heat flows in afull scale room exposed to natural climnte

transfer in a window. The model by Shapiro et al was transient with 3-

dimensional for the panes but l-dimensional for the vertical heat transfer be-

tween the panes. In spite of this simplification they found good agreement

between measurements with sun and calculations. V/right and Sullivan used a

full 2-dimensional model for both the solid materials and the gas (air and ar-
gon), but did not model solar radiation. They used both a specular and diffuse
radiation model but concluded that the specular model was unnecessary. From
their results it is not clear how much a l-dimensional approximation of the

vertical heat transfer between the window panes would affect the results. They
found that, in general, the local heat transfer varied very little within I0Vo-90Vo

of the glass height.

The results from Shapiro indicated that a calculation with a l-dimensional
model for the vertical heat transfer between the panes and a 2-dimensional
model for the solid material would give a realistic result. The calculation of a
3-pane insulated glass unit is the worst case, with a Nusselt number of 1.15 is

the conduction increased l5Vo in the gap between the panes. On the other hand

did the 3-pane unit have panes with low-e coatings thus reducing the impor-
tance of the longwave multidimensional effects.

The hypothesis that the local heat transfer coefficient could me measured by
using the thermocouples on both sides of the IGU was therefore tested with a

2D calculation of the 4-pane window. The calculation was done with Heat2
(Blomberg 1,996). An example of how the heat transfer coefficient can vary
over the window pane is shown by Curcija (1992) who calculated the heat

transfer in window and frame with a full 2-dimensional model. The model in-
cluded radiation and laminar natural convection on inside, outside and between
panes. Figure 8.16 shows the geometry Curcija used to calculate the heat trans-
fer coefficient. The boundary conditions were:

Window pane

T.=7.2"C
ø =0 m/s
y = 0m/s

Boundary in air
T"=21.1"C
ø=0m/s

Here u is the air velocity in the -x direction and v the air velocity in the y direc-
tion. Figure 8.17 shows the convective heat transfer coefficient at a vertical
line over the window.
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x

6.1 cm

61.0
u=v=0
T=Tw

r=0
T=Ta

6.1 cm

5.1 cm 5.1 cm 5.1 cm

Figure 8.16 Model used by Curcijø to calculate the convective heat transþr coffi-
cient on the inside sutface of ø window. T.=7.2 " C and T o=2 I. I o C.

h (y)
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v/L

i::,:;::;';::i::i:;:;{;;,";:Æ":;:i:;i,::i:;!,y;:,?^::#;::";
cluding frame, y is taken from top to bottorn. (Curcijø, 1992)
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In the investigation here the total heat transfer coefficient was set to fixed val-

ues over the height of the window pane. The values were chosen similar to

those of Curcija. Figure 8.18 shows the fixed values for h,o, as well asthe h,o,

values based on a one dimensional calculation from pane 3 to pane 1, with the

inner pane as number 1. The h,,, calculated this way reseriùles very much the

method used in this study to measure the local heat transfer at a window pane.

Figure 8.18 shows that the "measured" and fixed heat transfer coefficient
matches quite well even 10 cm from the window corner. Figure 8.19 shows the

same calculation except that the frxed h,o, has rather arbitrarily been set to vary

contrary to the previous example. Even here the match between h,o, fixed and

h,o,"measuÍed" is good 10 cm from the corneÍ.
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Figure 8.18 The simuløted meqsured and actual heat transfer cofficient used as

boundary conditionfor window heat transfer calculation.
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Figure 8.19 The simulated measured qnd actual heat transþr cofficient used as

boundøry condition for window heat transþr calculation.

The conclusion from this numerical experiment was that the thermocouples 10

cm from the glass edge (G1, G¡ and Ga) could be used to estimate the local heat

transfer coefficient. The thermocouple in the down left corner G5 was however

ruled out as being too affected by the 2 and 3 dimensional effects. The numeri-

cal experiment was not repeated for the 3 pane window. In this case the ther-

mocouples were on each side of a 2-pane insulated glass unit instead of a 3-

pane unit. ffthe local heat transfer coefficients were acceptable for the 4-pane

window, the transfer coefficients on the 3-pane window should be even better.

8.3 Wall

8.3.1 Finite difference or frequency analysis model
\üe will here show a comparison between a frequency and finite difference ap-

proach for solving equation (8.1). Both methods have their advantages and dis-

advantages. Given is: temperatures at the discrete times [n(r,) and Tou,(t) for n

= L to N and the physical description of the wall.
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Frequency model

With the above model it is possible to calculate the heat flow through a wall
with given temperatures on both sides of the wall, Anderlind (1,996). The dis-

crete Fourier transform for temperatures given at the discrete times T¡,(t,) and

T*,(tn) is calculated as:

:N
7,,(, ) = f ei'r' T n(t) dt = L,\ei'n Ã'"' * 

T,n(t n)

lrr=o*, 
"--i*12-t<k<N12+r 

(8.28)
NA,' '

Lr=tn*r-tn (constant)

The approximation in (8.28) suffers from two limitations: the input signal is

only N steps long and the sample is done with the timestep d. The Nyquist fue-

quency ll(2N Lt) defines the maximal frequency that can be correctly sampled

if the input signal is infinitely long.

The temperatures can now be used in for example (8.5) to give Ç (x, rrl). The

inverse discrete Fourier transform can now be used to produce q(x,tn). Heaf
flow calculated from this method is hereafter called e¡rq,"n1.

Finite dffirence model

Another possibility to solve (8.1) numerically is to use a finite difference
model:

(8.2e)

Dr" T(x,,t-\ - T(x'*"t ) - 2T(x"tn) * T(x;'tn)
"n) 

. ôx2

If 0 = 0 equation (8.29) is an explicit difference method. If e > 0 it is an im-
plicit method. If 0 = 0.5 equation (8.29) is the Crank-Nicolson method. The

advantage of implicit methods is that a larger timestep õr can be used than for
explicit methods. The disadvantage is that a system of equations has to be

solved. In this study both methods have been used.
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Frequency approach Finite difference approach
+ Based on anal¡ical solution

Faster.

Possible to model parrrmeter depending on

e.g. temperature.

No penalties for finite input simals.

[,ong calculations

Physical properties dependent on the tem-

perature can not be modelled

Frequencies more than half of the Nyquist fre-

quency will be distorted due to the finite

length of the input signal

Slower

Accuracy depends on time discretisation and

length discretisation

8.3.2 Analysis of heat flow meter on wall
Measurements have been performed with a heat flow meter placed on window
and wall. Lindfors and Christoffersson (1995) showed that the thermal proper-
ties of the heat flow meter, when measuring on 0.78 m insulation, is not negli-
gible. They used a frequency or transfer function analysis of the heat conduc-
tion. The physical parameters for the wall investigated here are listed below.
Only the heat flow meter, gypsum board and the first mineral wool slice were

used. The second slice was not needed when the thermocouple between the
two mineral wool slices was used as boundary condition.

Luoru*

?\minwool

ìun¡,,

Cminwool

cnfn

dmínwool

dry,

dsvprr*

=0.22
= 0.036

= 0.224

= 19 74O

= 2.12

= 0.09

= 0.00155

= 0.013

W/mK
V//mK
V//mK
¡¡m3r
MJ/m3K
m
m

m

The heat transfer measured by the heat flow meter is approximately the tem-
perature difference over the heat flow meter divided by the resistance over the

meter. This will not be exactly the same heat flow that goes into the internal
surface of the heat flow meter. The measured heat flow is here called en¡n and
the heat flow that goes into the surface of the heat flow meter is called enÍ*,¡n.

The temperature on the internal side is denoted T¡¡n¡n. The transfer functions
with only internal temperature variation are here defined:
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ío¡,¡^(t ) =Tn¡,,n(t o)'Ghtu.in(t p)

4o¡,Q)=ior,,,(to)'Ghr,U) (8.30)

õ,ro,u (t,) = Ìor,,n(t )' G rro,u*(t o)

Here q is defined as positive from inside to outside. The dependency on the pe-

riod time /p can now be investigated. Figure 8.20 shows the gain of the transfer
functions: Gsyoru*, G¡¡n,¡n and G¡¡¿ versus the period in minutes of the tempera-

ture. Figure 10.2 shows the phase angle of the same functions.
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Figure 8.20 The gain on the transþr functions: Gsrp,u* G¡¡o¡n ønd G¡¡n versus the

period in minutes (tp).
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Figure 8.21 The angle on the trønsfer functions: G*"u. G¡¡o¡ and G¡¡nversus the

period in minutes of the temperature.

Figure 8.22 shows the quotient between the gains lGgtp,u- I Gtr^l versus the pe-

riod. It is clear that the amplitude of the heat flow on the gypsum surface is
less than 857o of the measured heat flow if fp < 100 min. ff the period is less

than 1100 min or 18h the flow into the gypsum board is still only 90Vo of the
measured one. Figure 8.23 shows the phase difference between G¡¡n and Ggyp

"u.. 
For 24hperiod the phase difference is 0.067 rad which means a time lag of

15 min between the peak for the heat flow meter and the peak for the gypsum

surface.

radians

angle(u_gypsum,
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Figure 8.22 The quotient lGep",^ / Ghf^ I versus the period in minutes of the tem-

perature.
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Figure 8.23 The difference in radians between the phøse of: Gsyp,u*and G¡¡n versus

the period in minutes.

From these calculations it is quite clear that the capacity of the heat flow meter

is very important when the temperature on the inside varies with a period less

than 18h.
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8.3.3 Comparison with measured and simulated heat
flow

Calculations performed with both the frequency and finite difference model

have been compared with measurements from the heat flow meter. During
1998-0l-12-16 and 1996-05-29-31 the sample frequency was 10 minutes and

during 1994-04-28-1994-05-08 the sample frequency was 30 minutes. Figure

8.24 shows the temperatures at position vb-4 and vb-21996-05-29-1996-05-31.
The thermocouple vb-4 is on the middle of the wall on the gypsum board and

vb-2 between the two mineral wool layers. The electric heater was either

maximal 500W 2915 (18:lO-30/5 4:00 and 30/5 19:00 - 3ll5 3:40 ) or com-

pletely off.

("c)

29t05 r4h 30/05 02h 30/05 14h 3110502h

date (1996)

Figure 8.24 Temperature on the inside (vb-4) and between the two mineral wool

layers.

Figure 8.25 shows the measured, Çl^"^,,"ù the calculated heat flow through the

heat flow metef Çlh¡o4¡,"qu"n"" and through the gypsum surface esypsum,¡requence. Calcu-
lations are made with frequency analysis. The distortion in beginning and end

is due to the fact that the frequency analysis is based on a finite time series.

From Figure 8.25 one can see that thè calculated and measured heat flow is
very similar except when the temperature increases slowly after the first sharp

increase when the electric heater has been turned on. The mean 30 min differ-
ence was +l- O.3 Wm2 and the difference during the slow rise in temperature

was with, addition to the variation above, 0.5 Wm2 systematic under estima-

tion. When the heater is turned off the calculation fits well again. Exactly what

Temperature
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Jñ
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10

a
\

I

- -vb-2
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part of the model that creates this discrepancy in heat flow is not clear. It could
be that the heat flow is not one-dimensional for these large temperature steps

on the inside or maybe a moisture transport in the minçral wool. It is obvious
from the figure that the heat flow through the gypsum board surface has a
lower amplitude than the heat flow through the heat flow meter. This fits well
with the calculations in section 8.3.2.
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- 
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M ü\
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ffTTq"r
. shKi&; . ffi

T tr''T1

29tO5 t4h 30t05 02h 30/05 14h

date (1996)

31t05 02h

Figure 8.25 The measured heat flow , Çlmeuured,, the calculated heøt flow through the

heat J'low meter q¡¡^¡',",u"n"" ønd through the gypsum surface qno-

swtufrequence, Calculations with frequency ønølysis,

Figure 8.26 shows the temperature on the inside (vb-a) during 1998 -01-12 to
1998-01-16. The heater had a maximal effect of 1000 V/ and had set tempera-

tures of 25 "C,34oC, 0"C (off) and 34"C respectively.
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Figure 8.26 Temperøture on the inside (vb-4).

Figure 8.27 shows the calculated and measured heat flow through the heat flow
meter for l2ll to 13/1. The heat flow is calculated with both the frequency

model (qî,"nu","r) and the finite difference model (qpp). The distortion in the be-

ginning is due to the finite time series. It is clear that except in the beginning

the finite difference and frequency models are adequate and give a heat flow
very close to the measured one. Note that the tempetature on the wall surface

increases from 15 to 25 "C during this period. The discrepancy in heat flow
from Figure 8.27 can not be seen here in spite of this increase in temperature.

The mean 30 min effor was +/- 0.5 Wm2. The reason that the heat flow goes

up and down frequently is due to the fact that the heater is controlled by its
own bimetallic control and the fact that the heater is overdimensioned (1000

W) for this small room.
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Figure 8.27 The measured, e^"^u,"d, and cølculated heat flow through the heat

flow meter from frequency analysis ll¡,"qu"n"" and finite dffirence qpp.

Figure 8.28 shows the same as above for the period 1998-01-14 -16. Here the
discrepancy in heat flow can be seen when the temperature increases from 25

to 34 'C. At all other times the fit is quite good.
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Figure 8.28 The measured, e^"^,,"d, and calculated heat flow through the heat flow
meter fromfrequency analysis e¡,"qu,,"" andfinite dffirence qpp.
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Figure 8.29 is a blow up of Figure 8.28. One can see that the calculated heat

flow has a slightly smaller amplitude than the measured one.
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Figure 8.29 The measured, Q**u,"d, and cølculated heat flow through the heat flow
mete r from frequency analy sis Çl¡,"qu"n"" ønd finit e dffi renc e q pp.

Figure 8.30 shows the measured and calculated heat flow 1994-04-28 - 1'994-

05-08. The sampling frequency was 30 minutes. The fit between measured and

simulated heat flow is quite satisfying with a mean error less than +l- O.3WlÍ*
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Figure 8.30 The meqsured, 4^"^,,"d, and calculated heat flow through the heat flow
meter f'rom frequency anølysis e¡,"qu"n"" and finite dffirence qpp.

8.4 Importance of thin thermocouples

8.4.1 Theory
The main problem of measuring temperatures in a room with a window is the
fact that the thermocouples will absorb solar and longwave radiation. When a

surface temperature is to be measured it is enough to make the contact between

the surface and the thermocouple good and the surface of the thermocouple

similar to the surface. When measuring air temperature one can use different
diameters of thermocouple wire or try to shield the thermocouple with a metal

cylinder etc. This may lead to a change in the airflow close to the thermocou-
ple.

To investigate the proportion between radiation and convection exchange for a

thermocouple wire a brief calculation follows:

To find the convective heat transfer coefficient a simple calculation with the

Nusselt number from McAdams (1954) gives (for Re¿<1000):
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Re
uD

f)- v
(-)

('c) (8.34)

Nu, = O.32+0.43 Reoo'52 (-)
(8.31)

h"=
l.Nuo (w/ m2'c)

H, =2rcDh" =2n)r(o.zz+0.43 R"ro t') (w / m'c)

Here D is the diameter of the thermocouple, u the air velocity, v the kinematic
viscosity and ì, the thermal conductivity. The convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient per unit area is å" and the convective heat transfer coefficient per meter

thermocouple is I1". For the longwave radiation exchange the following is true:

h, =oE*(r, +r,)(r,' +q') (wlm2r¡
(8.32)

H, =2nD6r"u(7, +7,)(4' *r,') W/mK)

Here o is Stefan-Boltzmann's constant, er¡, is the effective emissivity, T, and T,

are the thermocouple and surrounding radiation temperatures. The radiation
heat transfer coefficient per unit area is h, and the radiation heat transfer coef-
ficient per meter thermocouple is É1,. The radiant part will decrease faster than

the convective part when the diameter is reduced. The static energy balance
per unit length thermocouple is:

Q, -f)H"+Q, -7,)H,= qo6, (W/m) (8.33)

Here q¿6, is the shortwave (solar) radiation absorbed by the thermocouple and

I is the air temperature. The temperature I becomes:

D

T, =To
H, ,T H, , Qabs

HJH,-"@- 4+4
Figure 8.31 shows the quotient H/(H, +F1.) as a function of the diameter
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Figure 8.31 The quotient H,/(H, +H,) as a function of the diameter D. All the tem-

peratures at 20"C (e"t=0,2).

The heat transfer coefficient for radiation exchange is only 37o of the total
heat transfer 7f qo6, is zero. ln practice the radiation temperature is negligible.

According to this simple calculation it is about three times better to use a
thermocouple with the diameter 0.08 mm than one with the diameter 0.5 mm
with respect to the longwave radiation. A simple model for the solar absorption

of solar radiation of the thermocouple is:

eob, =D&e,or (w/ m) (8.35)

Here c is the absorption coefficient for the metal. The energy balance for the

thermocouple is then:

(7,-7,)H,+(Tt-7,)H,=Ddesot $//m) (8.36)

The difference between the air temperature and the thermocouple temperature

is here called ÂZ:

LT= Düerot +(7, -Tt)H, ('c) (8.37)
H,+H"

Figure 8.32 shows AZ as a function of the diameter when 4"o¡ is 400 Wm2 and

a is 0.4 (copper). Figure 8.33 shows Â7 as a function of the solar radiatiot e,ot.
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Figure 8.32 The temperølure difference AT between air and thermocouple as a

function of the diameter, a=0.4.
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8.4.2 Measurements
At the Dep. of Building Science some simple tests have been performed to test

the importance of the thermocouple design (Wall 1992). The thermocouples

that were tested were:

"Ordinarily twisted". The thermocouple was stripped about 10 mm,

twisted together and soldered. Diameter 0.5 mm.

"Chimney". A thermocouple of the ordinarily twisted type is placed in
a 20 mm diameter metal tube. The tube faces upward.
"Aluminium foil". An ordinarily twisted thermocouple with aluminium
foil clamped on as a radiation shield.

Thermocouple stripped 50 mm and twisted and soldered.

Thermocouple stripped 100 mm.

Thermocouple stripped 150 mm.

Thin 0.08 mm diameter with'100 mm stripped.

Figure 8.34 shows the temperature measured July 8, 1991 in a glazed room.
Number 4, 5 and 6 gave a similar result and therefore only 5 is plotted here.

The global radiation was 800 Wh& on a vertical surface at noon.

"#^
,#t'#/- ;Ã \*

ì&,
i-a \ %,.

/# ,a .,' \\-&.
/Ít \\%.

- f/, \ñ E_-
.ñlt --*-

,W

05101520
Hour (1991-07-08)

Figure 8.34 Temperature øs measured by the thermocouples. For the thin wires the
copper one was silver plated.

The general conclusion was that a thermocouple of small mass and small sur-

face area gave the best results.
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Verifrcation of models

Another experiment was performed during October 1997. The thermocouples

tested are shown in table Table 8.2. The tube used for protecting the thermo-

couple was an 0.5 mm thick rolled aluminium tube with diameter 50 mm and

length 100 mm. The tube was positioned vertically. To reduce the effect of
sunlight for a thin thermocouple a construction of three thermocouples sol-

dered in series was constructed. This is here denoted as the compensated case.

The basic idea was that two nodes would give a positive emf and one a nega-

tive. The negative node would be a non-stripped 0.08 mm wire. This makes the

non-stripped node absorb more sunlight and thus compensate down the higher

temperature of the other two nodes. Figure 8.34 shows the temperature differ-
ence as measured by the different thermocouples.

Table 8.2 The dffirent tested thermocouples. AII thermocouples are of type T.

Special properties

Wire diameter
(mm)

Air velocity
(rrls)

0.08

0.08

0.0s

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

silver coated

compensatedby 2 nodes

stripped 10 cm
protected by tube
protected by tube
protected by tube

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

o.4
0.7
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Figure 8.35 Temperature dffirence izs measured by the dffirent thermocouples.

The reference temperature was a 0.08 mm thermocouple shielded from
the sun by a thin metal bar.

The order of decreasing accuracy is the same as in Figure 8.34.It is clear that
the idea of protecting the thermocouple by a tube is a bad idea even with high
air velocity. The compensated thin thermocouple is not necessarily better than
the normal one and probably worse than the silver coated one. The conclusion
is that in theory the thin thermocouple should give less error than 0.2 "C at 45O

Wm2 sun but in practise this value is closer to 0.5 "C. The compensated ther-
mocouple used in this study to measure the air temperatures will probably
overestimate the temperature with the same value 0.5 'C at direct sunlight. The
thermocouples glued to the window pane beneath a 0.1 mm cover glass were
not explicitly tested. The results from the Mayer ladder comparison in 8.2.3
did show however that the window model using thermocouples on the window
gave the same convective heat transfer as the Mayer ladder when exposed to
strong sunlight.
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8.5 Accuracy of the heat transfer coefficient cal-
culation

The accuracy of the heat transfer coefficient calculation depends on the accu-
racy of the model and the measured parameters. The heat transfer coefficient is
measured as :

I^ - Q, -Q"--c T _T LT 
(wm'zr¡ (8.38)

're.f t surface

If the errors are uncorrelated the sensitivity to error in the input parameters is:

u^"=*F@r.,'s..uú

Larc +õqrt *õ4ron¿2 o
AT

(wm2K) (8.3e)

(8.40)

(8.41)

or with e"=e"on[e,

ôft^ =!"LT fta tr)' + õq,' rõe"on¿z (,w/m2r¡

The relative error is then

õh" =lh, Q"

2

The accuracy of the temperature measurement is here estimated to +l- O.2 "C.
The accuracy of measurements with type T thermocouples is usually said to be

+/- 0.1 oC for calibrated thermocouples and +/- 0.5 oC for non calibrated. In
the study here the thermocouples were not individually calibrated. The Netpac
instruments were however calibrated to less than +/- 0.05 "C at room tempera-
ture and +/- 0.1 at OoC. The variation over the 2O thermocouples at the same

aluminium block was <0.1'C. The accuracy of the absolute temperature meas-

urements is estimated to +l- 0.5 "C. The critical temperatures in this study are

not however the absolute temperatures but the difference between tempera-
tures. The accuracy of the temperature measurement is therefore estimated to
+l-0.2"C.

The accuracy of the conductive heat flow calculations for the wall q,o,¿ is,
from 8.3.3, about +/- 0.3 Wm2. The accuracy increases somewhat for lower
absolute values of e,on¿.The accuracy for the convective heat transfer q, at the
window is, from section 8.2.3, +l- 1 Wm2.
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The eror for the longwave radiation part is not easy to estimate. Apart from
the direct measurement error there is also the question if the temperature is

representative for the whole area. For the floor for example, there were notice-

able errors compared to the Mayer ladder measurement when the floor thermo-

couple was exposed to strong sunlight. The larger part of the floor did not have

the high temperature of the part exposed to direct sun. This had to be taken

into account in the calculations. Based on solar angles and window size the

sunlit area was calculated and there the floor temperature was used. For the

rest of the floor the lower wall values were used instead. The errors introduced

by the individual temperature errors are on the other hand much reduced due to

the nature of the longwave radiation exchange which smoothes out the depend-

ency on individual surfaces. The error chosen here was simply:

õq,= h,õLT = 5.0.1= 0.5 (W/m) (8.42)

Based on the error estimation above, the absolute õl¿" and relative error õhJh" ,

when estimating the heat flow coefficient at the walls and at the window could

be calculated. These results are suûmurized in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 for dif-
ferent choices of q" and LT.

Table 8.3 Errors in the convective heqt trønsfer cofficient estimation for the

window.

Table 8.4 Errors in the convective heat transþr cofficient estimation for the

wall.

Window
AT= ('C) 0.5 1 2 0.5 I 2

s" õh" õh. õh" õhJh" õhJh" õhJh"
(Wm1 (\¡üm2K) (Wm2t<) (Wm2r) o o (-)

1 2.1 1.0 0.5 1.06 1.01 1.00

2 2.5 1.1 0.5 o.64 0.53 0.5

3 3.r 1.2 0.5 o.52 o.39 0.35

4 3.8 1.3 0.5 0.47 o.32 0.27

5 4.5 1.4 0.6 0.45 o.28 o.22

6 5.2 1.6 0.6 o.43 o.26 0.19

7 5.9 1.7 0.6 o.42 o.25 0.t7
8 6.7 t.9 0.6 o.42 o.24 0.16

9 7.5 2.1 o.7 0.42 o.23 0.15

10 8.2 2.2 0.7 o.4r o.22 o.t4
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Wall
ÂT=('C) 0.5 I 0.5 I
Q" õh. õh. õhJh. EhJh"
(Wm'z) (wm2r) (wm2K) (-) (-)

1 1.4 0.6 o.7t o.62

2 2.O o.7 0.50 0.35

3 2.7 0.8 o.44 0.28

4 3.4 1.0 o.43 0.25

5 4.2 1.2 0.42 0.23

From these calculations it is clear that estimating the heat transfer coefficient
by the method chosen in this study is not very accurate. For the window the
convective heat flow must be at least 4 WlÍl and the temperature difference 2

"C for the relative error to be less than 30Vo. This accuracy is achieved for
A7=l oC ffid q" =5 Wm2. The situation'for the wall is slightly better. The ac-

curacy 30Vo is achieved for q" - 4 Wlmz and ÅZ=1"C. Unfortunately the heat
flow through the wall is much lower than through the window due to the low
U-value of the wall.

The accuracy of the measurement when solar radiation is accounted for is ob-
viously even worse. Instead of estimating this accuracy in detail does section
8.2.3 handle this in a more general way. The result is that measurements of the
convective heat transfer coefficient on the window pane ¿rre reasonable if 

^7 
<

-4"C or 
^7>1"C.

The drawback of doing experiments under these realistic conditions is clearly a

lack of accuracy. Nevertheless the results can give an idea of how the heat

transfer coefficient changes with different experimental setups. The accuracy
is however not enough for proposing exact equations for the convective heat

transfer coefficient.
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Results

9 Results

9.1 Heat transfer coefficients with radiator at
the back wall

The results from the calculations and measurements of the local convective

heat transfer coefficient h"(T) are presented here:

¡"==1-= Q, flV/mrr¡ (9.1)"r 'r LTt ref t surface

Here q" is positive for the convective heat flow to the surface. The reference

temperature in all the calculations is the average temperature of the middle

vertical row of thermocouples. This reference temperature 7,"¡covld also have

been chosen as the average of all air temperatures, but this would only have a

minor effect on the results. In all diagrams a positive temperature difference
Â7 means that the reference temperature is warmer than the window pane or
wall temperature. For the wall ft" is calculated at positions VA (2.25 mfrom
floor, 0.60 m from east wall) and VB (1.46 m from floor, 0.60 m from east

wall). For the window /r. is calculated at positions G1 to G¿ as shown in Figure

9.1. Two formulae are used as references in the figures Churchill and Chu

(5.9) and Min et al (5.13). They represent extreme values found in the litera-

ture. Min et al is based on full scale experiments and Churchill and Chu is
close to the analytic solution for laminar flow. These two formulae describe

the mean heat transfer coefficients, not the local ones, but they nevertheless

give an idea of the general behaviour. See Figure 5.1.

The local convective heat transfer coefficients on the window are referred to

as: G1 h", G2 h", G3 h" and G¿ l¿". These are all shown separately. For the 3-pane

window the Nusselt number never were above 1.01 so the heat transfer in the

air between the panes was almost pure conduction. The coefficients Gt h" -G4
l¿. should therefore be good estimates for the local heat transfer. For the A-pane

window the Nusselt number was always below 1.15, usually 1.05. This means

up to líVo more heat transfer than by pure conduction. In this case are the co-

efficients not as good for estimating the local heat transfer. They are neverthe-
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less also shown separately, since they give a more complete picture of how the

heat transfer varies over the window.

VA

VB

G1

G4 G2

G3

South wall.

Figure 9.1 Posiîions on the south wall where the heøt transfer cofficient was

measured.

The air temperatures will be shown below. Figure 9.2 shows the thermocou-
ples where the air and wall temperatures are measured. A note on the following
air temperature figures are that although the air is measured by 18 thermocou-
ples , the back wall is measured by only 2, the ceiling 1 and the floor 1. For the

south wall VA, VC, and G1-G3 are used. The thermocouples VA and VC are

not in the centre of the room but are considered representative for the wall
temperatures. The temperatures in the corners and between the walls and air
thermocouples are interpolated and drawn with the program Matlab. The tem-

peratures in the comers in these figures should therefore not be viewed as ex-

act.
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Inlst air terminal+ = Thermocouples

I

2.4 m

Figure 9.2

Radiator back Radiator below window

3.6. m

Air, ceiling, back wall and floor thermocouples.

The results from calculations and measurements are shown without any filter-
ing of the values. The exception is that for most values with lÂ71 < 0.4 and

very large negative and positive values for h" are not shown. From section
8.2.3 we found that for the window values for 4 "C< 

^Z 
< 2 were rather un-

certain especially for low values of ft". The relative error in å" could easily be

4O7o.For the wall ft" values for À7<=1 have an estimated error of arcand357o.
The reason for not filtering out these values is that the general trends can still
be considered and that the increasing error is identifiable in most of the fig-
ures. The absolute values should in the intervals mentioned not be trusted too
much, however.

9.1.1. No ventilation
The first case is with the radiator O.2m fromthe north (back) wall with no

ventilation. Bimetallic radiator control with maximal l0 min average effect
180 W. The window was the 3-pane window. Figure 9.3 shows ft" for the win-
dow.

+ +

+ +

+ + +

+ +

+

++

+

+

+

[.
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Figure 9.3 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator at
the back wall and no ventilation, 20min qverage, 3-pøne window.
(980128 I 1.00-9801 30 00.00)

The order of the coefficients for positive LT are as expected since the natural

convection is downwards the pane: G1h">G2h")Gt h".The coefficient Gqh"is
lower than G å" which might also be expected being close to the left edge of
the window pane. The average values are slightly above Churchill and Chu.

For negative ÀT the situation is not clear due to low accuracy. In Figure 9.3 Gl
gives the lowest å" which it should do, since the direction of the air flow is
upwards here. The other values are not very close together but give in general

an /¿" which is about 2.5 times the one from Churchill and Chu.
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Figure 9.4 Convective heat trønsfer coefficient øt wsll with radiator at the back wqll

and no ventilation, 20 min average. (980128 11.00-980130 00.00)

Figure 9.4 shows h" for the wall. VA gives the highest value, whereas VB
gives a value between Churchill and Chu and Min et al. As was stated before,

the error in the heat transfer coefficient measurements increases with decreas-

ing Å7. ln addition to this the fact that the reference temperature is not chosen

at a position close to the wall but in the middle of the room will also become

more important with decreasing 
^7. 

If the air temperature close to the wall is

different, the calculated å" will of course not match Churchill and Chu or Min
et al.
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Nr:6 29-Jan-199€}02:16:Oo eq.dist-=o.3
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Figure 9.5 Air temperatures in the rbom 980129 2:16, radiøtor effect 180 W.
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Figure 9.6 Air temperatures in the room 980129 I3:44, radiator ffict 0 W.

Figure 9.5 shows the air temperatures at night with the radiator effect 180 W.
Figure 9.6 shows the temperatures with sun and no radiator effect. In Figure

9.5 the plume from the radiator can not be seen. This is because the plume is

between the wall and the first row of thermocouples. This row is located 0.5 m
from the back wall. The warm air is first measured under the ceiling where it is
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spread out. The vertical temperature difference is -3 oC with radiator and -1.5
"C with sun.

The next figure shows measurements from a situation with the 1000 W radiator

controlled by its own bimetallic controller. The effect was a rapid fluctuation
between 0 and 1000 W. The radiator was also turned completely off at times

making the average temperature in the room to drop 15 "C. Only 10 min aver-

age temperatures rÌre used for the calculations which are then averaged to 30

min values. The rapid change of the radiator can therefore not be seen here.

The window was a 4-pane window. It is clear from Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8

that the heat transfer coefficients are much affected by the high radiator effect

though. In Figure 9.7 the measurements are collected in two clusters. The

higher values with high LT are from measurements with the radiator turned on

and the lower ones with the radiator turned off. Both the higher and lower ones

have the same order of h,: G1 h" )Gz h" )G, h".'lhe lower ones are slightly be-

neath Churchill and Chu and the higher ones are (with large differences) closer

to Min et al.
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Figure 9.7 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator at

the bøck wall and no ventilation. (980114 17.00-980125 00.00 , 30 min

average)

From the coefficients at the wall, Figure 9.8, it is clear that 7,"¡ is not repre-

sentative for the air temperature close to the wall. At position VB the results
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are about I.5 -2 times Min et al but at position VA the coefficient is much
higher. From Figure 9.9 the vertical temperature difference is -5 "C. The ra-
diator clearly heats the back wall to over 40"C.
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Convective heat transfer cofficient øt wall with rødiator at the back

wqll and no ventilation. (980114 17.00-980125 00.00 , 30 min aver-
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Figure 9.9 Air temperatures in the room 980122 8:32, radiøtor effect 600 W.
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Figure 9.10 shows the third period tested with radiator at the back wall and no

ventilation. This time with a 4-pane window and the smaller PI controlled ra-
diator with 10 min average effect below 120 W. The coefficients here are

higher than the ones in Figure 9.3. Instead of G1h" giving the highest values,

the order here is: G2 h, )G1 h, )Gt h". There is a risk that Gr h" ,G3 h" and G4 h"

are slightly underestimated in the 4-pane window, see section 8.2.4. But even

so G2 h" ¡" noticeably higher than in Figure 9.3. The A?'s are lower since the

window is better insulated. On average the results are between Min et al and

Churchill and Chu.

Figure 9.11 shows the wall ft". These results are similar to those in Figure 9.4

with VB lr" between Min et al and Churchill and Chu and VA å" on and above.
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Heatflows in afull scale room exposed to natural climate
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Figure9.ll Convective heat transfer coefficient at the wall with radiator at the
back wøll ønd no ventilation, 940227 18.00-940302 18.00 , 30 min av-
ercrge.

9.1,.2 Ventilation from window 0.5 air changes per
hour

The radiator was at the back wall with bimetallic control, ventilation was 0.5

ach from the window and the window type 3-pane for this experiment. The in-
let temperature was about 6oC below the room temperature. The maximal 10

min average radiator effect was 100 W. The sun was completely shielded by a
metal plate outside the window. Figure 9.12 shows h"for the window. All val-
ues are below Churchill and Chu which differs in sharp contrast to the previous
examples without ventilation. The direction of the ventilation is opposite to the
direction of the convective cell and this together with the undertempered inlet
air is the reason for the low values. The same is true for the wall, Figure 9.13.
Both VA h, andVB h" have been reduced compared to the non ventilated case.

However, the temperature difference ÂI is so small for the wall that the meas-

urements error makes it impossible to do more than estimate the trends The
negative values are probably not correct but the difference between VA and

VB is probably realistic.
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Figure 9.12 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator at
the back wall and 0.5 ach. 960531 18.00-960604 5.00 , 30 min aver-
øge, no sun.
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Heatflows in afull scale room exposed to natural climate

The air temperatures in Figure 9.14 differ from Figure 9.5 in that the horizontal
temperature gradient is higher above 1.5 m. Close to the ceiling the warm air is
pushed back. The air is more mixed in the middle giving a more even tem-
perature in the vertical direction.
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Figure 9.14 Air ternperatures in the room 960602 2:30, radiqtor effect 100 W, inlet
temperature 16 "C, outlet temperature 22.4 "C.

9.1.3 Ventilation from window, L.0 air changes per
hour

The radiator was at the back wall with Pl-control, ventilation was I ach from
the window and the window type 4-pane. The inlet temperature was about 2oC

below the room temperature. The maximal 10 min average radiator effect was

120 W. Figure 9.15 shows h"for the window. The results are similar to those
with 0.5 ach. All values with positive LT are below Churchill and Chu. The
values for negative LT are around Churchill and Chu with Gt fr. the highest.
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Convective heat transþr cofficient at the 4-pane window with radiøtor
at the back wøll and 1.0 ach. 940331 18.00-940409 16.00 , 30 min øv-

erage.
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Figure 9.16 is similar to Figure 9.13 except that the values from VA have also

been reduced to the same level as VB. Almost all the values are negative but
the measurement error makes it impossible to deduce more than the general

behaviour of å..

The air temperatures in Figure 9.17 resemble those in Figure 9.l4.The vertical
temperature gradient is bigger though. Even if the ventilation rate was higher
in Figure 9.17 the temperature difference between inlet air and room air was

less than in Figure 9.14.
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Heat flows in afull scale room exposed to natural climate
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Figure 9.16 Convective heat transfer cofficient at wøIl with radiator at the bqck
wall and 1.0 ach. (940331 18.00-940409 16.00 , 20 min average)
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9.1.4 Ventilation towards window 1.0 air changes per
hour

The radiator was at the back wall with bimetallic control, the ventilation was I
ach from the window and the window type 4-pane. The inlet temperature was

about 5oC below the room temperature. The maximal 10 min average radiator

effect was 220W, Figure 9.18 shows the h" for the window. The values are

slightly above those in Figure 9.10, 4-pane window with no ventilation, except

for Gr /¿. which gives much higher values. On average the values are 1.5 times

Min et al.
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Figure 9.18 Convective heat transfer cofficient øt 4-pane window with radiator at

the back wall and 1.0 ach towards window. (940316 18.00-940318

12.00 ,20 min average)

The h" values for the wall shown in Figure 9.19 are higher than those for ven-

tilation rate 0.5 ach (Figure 9.16) but lower than the ones with no ventilation
(Figure 9.11). All are below Churchill..and Chu.
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Figure 9.19 Convective heat transþr cofficient at the wall, radiator at the back
wqll and 1.0 ach towards window. (940316 18.00-940318 12.00 , 20
min averøge)

From the air temperatures in Figure 9.2O it is not easy to deduce the direction
of the ventilation air flow. The air temperatures resemble the ones from the
non ventilated case quite closely, Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.20 Air temperatures in the rooní 940317 I:52, radiator effect 220 W, inlet

temperature 19.5 "C, outlet temperature 24.5 oC.

9.2 Heat transfer coefficients with radiator be-
low window

The same ventilation types that were tested with the radiator 0.2m from the

north (back) wall were tested with the radiator O.l2 m from the south wall un-

der the window.

9.2.1 No ventilation
The radiator was below the window with PI control, the ventilation was off and

the window was of the 3-pane type. The maximal 10 min average radiator ef-
fect was 80 W. V/ith the radiator below the window the heat transfer coeffi-
cients on the window surface is strongly dependent on whether the radiator is
turned on or off. In the following the results from radiator turned on with more

than 5 W per 10 min average are shown separately from the results with ra-

diatoreffect<5W.

Figure 9.21 shows the h"for the window with the radiator effect >5 W. The ra-

diator obviously increases h" at all measured positions Gr-Go. Strongest af-
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Heat flows in a full scale room exposed to natural climate

fected is G2h". The order from highest to lowest is: G2 å"> Gt hÞ Gt hÞ G+ h"..

The values for G1 h" and G2 h" are abolt 2.5 times the ones from Churchill and
Chu. Figure 9.22 shows the air temperature with radiator effect 75 W. The air
flow pattern , upwards at window, downwards back in the room is easy to
imagine for these temperatures.
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Figure 9.21 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator
below window, no ventilation rqdiator ffict >5 W. 960626 02.00-
960709 22.00 , 30 min &verage.
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Figure 9.22 Air temperatures in the room'960628 2:47, radiator effect 75 W.

Figure 9.23 shows the heat transfer coefficients with the radiator effect below

5 W. The values are lower than e. g. in Figure 9.3 with ventilation turned off.
In the case with radiator turned off the warm area that drives the convection

loop is not the radiator but the back wall. The back wall obviously has a much

lower over temperature to the air compared with the radiator. This situation re-

sembles the lower values in Figure 9.7 which was the case with the 1000 W
radiator turned off. The results for 4 "C < 

^f 
< l"C are too uncertain to be

conclusive.

Figure 9.24 shows the air temperatures with radiator off.
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Figure 9.23 Convective heat trønsfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator

below window, no ventilation, radiator effect <5 W, 960626 02.00-

960709 22.00 , 30 min average.
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Figure 9.24 Air temperatures in the room 960628 22:32, radiator effect 0 W, inlet

temperature 19.9 "C, outlet temperature 22.2 "C.
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Results

Figure 9.25 shows the h" for the wall. The values for VB are below Churchill
and Chu but the values for VA are much above Min et al. The warm plume
from the radiator is probably the reason for these high values.
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Figure 9.25 Convective heat transfer cofficient at wall with radiator below win-

dow, no ventilation, 960626 02.00-960709 22,00 , 30 min average.

9.2.2 Ventilation from window 0.5 air changes per
hour

The radiator was below the window with Pl-control, the ventilation was 0.5

ach and the window was of the 3-pane type. The inlet air temperature was -
4oC below room temperature. The maximal 10 min average radiator effect was

75 W.

Figure 9.26 shows h,when the radiator effect was > 5W. The values here are

all, except for Ga h",higher than the case with no ventilation, Figure 9.2I. The
values for Ga h" are I.5 times more. The ventilation has the same direction as

the natural convection from the radiator and this obviously has a strong effect.
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Figure 9.26 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pøne window with radiator
below window, 0.5 ach, radiator effect >5 W, 961015 -961104 , 30 min
averaSe.

The air temperatures in Figure 9.27 also indicate that the ventilation increases

the natural convection pattern, compare withFigxe9.22.
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Air temperøtures in the rooni 961016 23:33, radiqtor effect 70 W, inlet

temperature 16.1 "C, outlet temperature 19.6 oC.

The heat transfer coefficients for the window with radiator effect <5 W, Figure

9.28, are quite similar to those without ventilation, Figure 9.23.The values for

negative LT ne perhaps higher. This is natural since in this case, as when the

radiator is on, the inlet air increases the natural convection pattern in the room.
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Figure 9.28 Convective heat transfer coefficient at window with radiator below
window,0.5 achl , radiator effect <5 W,961015 -961104, 30 min aver-
age.

The air temperatures in Figure 9.29 clearly show that the convection loop, with
radiator turned off but with no sun, is deformed by the ventilation. The differ-
ence between Figure 9.24 and Figure 9.29 is easy to see.
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Figure 9.29 Air temperatures in the room 961015 20:03, radiator effect 0 W, inlet

temperature 15.5 "C, outlet temperature 20.1 oC.

o-5

The h" values for the wall with case with ventilation, Figure 9.30, are similar to

the h, values for the case with no ventilation, Figure 9.25, just as the fr" values

for the window. VA h" seems a bit higher with ventilation.
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Figure 9.30 Convective heat trønsfer cofficient at the wall with radiøtor below
window, 0.5 ach, 961015 -961104, 30 min average.

9.2.3 Ventilation from window, 1..0 air changes per
hour

The radiator was below the window with Pl-control, the ventilation was 1.0

ach from the window and the window was of the 3-pane type. The inlet air
temperature was - 2oC below the room temperature. The maximal 10 min av-

erage radiator effect was 140 W.

The results for h, for the window are about the same as with ventilation 0.5

ach. Ga still gives the lowest values and G2 the highest ones. The air tempera-

tures in Figure 9.32 are very similar to the case with half this ventilation shown

inFigare9.27.
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Figure 9.jl Convective heat transfer cofficient at 3-pane window with radiator
below window, radiator effect > 5W, 1.0 ach, 960911 -960917, 30 min
0verage.
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Air temperatures in the room 960915 2:09, radiator effect 130 W, inlet
temperature 19.4 "C, outlet temperature 21.6 "C.
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Heat flows in a fuII scale room exposed to natural climnte

The heat transfer coefficients for the window with the radiator < 5 W are also
similar to those with half the ventilation and those without ventilation.
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Figure 9.33 Convective heat transfer cofficient øt 3-pane window with radiator
below window, 1.0 øch, rødiator effect < 5W,960911 -960917, 30 min
averøge.

The air temperatures with radiator off and no sunlight, Figure 9.34, show that
the convection loop is even more deformed than in the case with 0.5 ach,

Figure 9.29.
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Figure 9.34 Air temperatures in the room 960915 20.09, radiator effect 0 W, inlet

temperature 19.3 "C, outlet temperøture 22.0 "C.

The h, for VB has been reduced to value of the situation with 0.5 ach, Figure

9.35. VA ft" is about the same as with 0.5 ach. The reason might be that the

inlet temperature is only 2 oC below the room temperature here, whereas in the

0.5 ach case the inlet air temperature was 4oC below the room temperature.
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Figure 9.35 Convective heat transfer coefficient at wøll with radiator below win-
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9.2.4 Ventilation towards window 1.0 air changes per
hour

The radiator was below the window with Pl-control, the ventilation was 1.0

ach towards the window and the window was of the 4-pane type. The inlet air
temperature was - 5oC below the room temperature. The maximal 10 min av-

erage radiator effect was 240 ril.

In this case the difference between radiator on or off was quite small. The

dominant effect here was the ventilation. From Figure 9 .36 it is clear that Gr h"

and Gz å" for positive LT are very much affected by the ventilation. It is quite

pointless to look for a temperature dependent variation of h" here. More sur-

prising is that the air temperatures in Figure 9.37 are so similar to the case

without ventilation, see Figure 9.22.
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For large negative values of Â7, i. e. with sun, does the h" values for the win-
dow resemble Min et al. For small negative AZ the results are as usually not
conclusive.
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Figure 9.j8 Convective heat transfer cofficient at 4-pane window with radiator
below window, 1.0 ach, 940321 -940325, I0 min average. Only values
with ne gative temperature dffirence.

The wall h" with ventilation I ach towards the window, The values in Figure

9.39 are much the same as the in Figure 9.35 with I achfrom the window. For
VA the values are high and seem almost independent of the temperature differ-
ence and for VB the values are similar to Churchill and Chu.
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9.3 Summaty of results from convective heat
transfer measurements

The results presented in the previous section show that the importance of the

ventilation design and position of radiator. The results a tentatively surnma-

rized in Table 9.1. The results are presented as a quotient of measured results

to the function of Churchill and Chu.

r measured (, (e.2)
Churchill and Chu å"

This gives at least a rough idea of how the convective heat transfer coefficients
vary with temperature. For the window, the match between measurements and

formula was much better when the reference temperature was chosen as the air
temperature close to the window. For energy and comfort calculations this
temperature is however not known.

5

0

-5
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Table 9.1 The quotient, I lrom (9.2) for the dffirent tested situatiors, ! = venti-

Iation from window, 1 = ventilation towards window. Numbers in pa-

renthesis mean that no temperature dependence could be established

and that the absolute number should be usedfor h" (Wm2K).

9.4 Generalized values
It is not easy to recommend values to use based on this study. Only one room
geometry and 4 ventilation situations were tested. Due to the low temperature

difference between surface to air the accuracy of the measurement, in most

cases, were no better than 3OVo. On the other hand were many tests under dif-
ferent realistic situations performed. One should also bear in mind that the

tested room was empty of obstacles. The convection loops were only disturbed
by the ventilation. In a room with furniture the convection loops will also be

disturbed.

Having said this, if the values should be generalized , we suggest that the re-

sults from the situations with 0.5 or 1.0 ach from the window should be used if
nothing else is known. This means for the radiator at the back wall:f0.7 for
the window and f I for the wall. For radiator below window: jr2.5 for the

Wall
mid-
dle

Radiator
position

Vent. Nr. of
panes

Window

^r>0

Window

^7< 
0

Wall
high

f
rad
on/rsdoff

ach (J1) r fr

back off J 1 2 2 1.3

back
(bie)

t.sto.9off 3 (s) (3)

back off 4 1.4 1.7 1.4

back 0.5 .L 3 0.8 1.7 0.2
10.5

2

1 1

0.9 0.9
4

4

back

back

1.0 J
1.0

2

-t

J 1

2.5 tO.7
3 to.j

0.5

0.6
window
window

off
0.5

window 1.0 J 3 2.5tO.7 1.4 (8) 0.8

window 1.01 4 (1s) 1 (10) 0.e
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window with the radiator power on andfO.7 with radiator off and ft0.7 for
the wall. For buildings with room height much above 2.5 m the results cannot

directly be used.

When calculating comfort it usually better to underestimate the heat transfer

coefficient. When calculating energy the opposite is true.

9.5 Heat balance for the inner pane
The heat flow balance for the inner pane in the 3- and 4-pane window is shown

in Figure 9.40 and Figure 9.41 together with the pane temperatures. The heat

flow balance is defined here as positive for energy received by the pane. The

outer pane is number 1. The temperature at pane nr 3 in the 4-pane window is

not measured. This pane was in the middle of the insulated glass unit. This

temperature was however dynamically estimated based on solar absorption and

the temperature history of the other panes.
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The temperatures of the window panes during the two days shown in Figure
9.4O vary between 0 "C and 58 'C. The set temperature for radiator was 25oC

for this period. The global solar radiation on the façade was 880 Wm2 at noon.
The figure clearly shows the difficulty of determining the convective heat
transfer when the window is exposed to sunlight. The convective heat transfer
is the difference between large numbers ( noon the 2ll3 ):
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Figure 9.41 shows the a day with 660 Wm2 on the facade with the 3-pane

window.
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Figure 9.41 Temperatures and heat flows in the three pøne window 961015.

The temperature difference in the window is less dramatic than in the previous
case 10oC -30'C. The heat balance for the inner pane at noon is here:

0
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10 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to investigate the detailed energy transfer at an am-

bient wall including window. The investigation included both theoretic analy-

sis and measurements performed under conditions close to the real situation
with for example ambient climate.

10.1 Measurement and calculation techniques
From the verification of the experiment the following conclusions were drawn

It is possible to measure the continuous heat flow through a window from
temperature sensors and solar radiation measurements. The accluracy at

least for low angles of incidence of the solar radiation was estimated to +/-
107o

a

a

a

Care must be taken when using measurements from a heat flow meter

mounted on the inner gypsum board to verify a thermal model for a wall.
Calculations showed that for a temperature variation on an inner surface

with a period of 100 min or less, the heat flow meter reports 20Vo more
heat flow variation than is transferred into the gypsum board. Even for a
temperature variation of 18 h on the inner surface the heat flow meter re-
ports lOVo more heat flow variation than is transferred to the gypsum

board.

The absorption of solar radiation on the thin thermocouples (0.08 mm)

glued to the window pane beneath a microscope cover glass was not a

problem.

To measure air temperatures in sunlit places thin (0.08 mm in this case)

stripped thermocouples are the only alternative. With the thin thermocou-

ples the measurement error was estimated to less than 0.5"C when exposed

to 400 V//nf of solarradiation.

a
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When calculating the longwave radiation exchange in a room based on sur-

face measurements care must be taken to have enough temperature sensors

spread out in the room. In this study problems were noticed when the only
floor thermocouple was sunlit and when the wall sensors were close to the
radiator.

a

a

a

a

o

The one-dimensional finite difference model for the heat transfer through
the wall was acceptable. It was possible to calculate the heat flow through
a wall from temperature sensors but some problems were noticed when the

room was heated by a radiator making the surface temperature slowly in-
crease 6oC.

The one-dimensional dynamic heat transfer model for the window which
included shortwave radiation was fairly good except for small temperature

differences and high angles of incidence for solar radiation.

10.2 Conclusions about the convective heat
transfer coefficient

Conclusions for the convective heat transfer coefficient were:

It is possible to continuously measure the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient on the inner surface of a wall or a window. The accuracy is not very
good: at best +/-15Eo for the window and +l- 20Vo for the wall. Even with
this low accuracy the effect of different heating and ventilation strategies

on the inside could clearly be detected.

The presented results show that the importance of the ventilation design

and the position of the radiator is crucial. Local convective heat transfer
coefficients can be more than 10 times the expected, due to ventilation or
position of the radiator.

a

It is not obvious how the results of this study should be generalized. But as

a rough estimate, we suggest that the following formulae can be used:
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t.34(LT / H)tt4 LT H3 < 9.5m3K

hr=f
L.33LTtt3 -0,474/H LTH3 >9.5m3K

h" = the convective heat transfer coefficient (Wm2'C)
AI = temperature difference between surface and air ("C)
É1= height of the wall or window (m)

Radiator at back wall: ft0.7 for the window andf 1 for the wall.

Radiator below window: f25 for the window with the radiator power on

and jr0.7 with the radiator off andfO.7 for the wall.

10.3 Future studies
With the already measured data comfort calculations will be performed. The
importance of low U-value windows and comfort will be studied. The experi-
mental setup also allows total heat transfer coefficients to be estimated with a
furnished and occupied room.

The presented method was not entirely satisfying due to the low accuracy. Fu-
ture studies will be focused on investigating the Mayer ladder technique, or
more precisely to measure the temperature difference very close to a surface
with thermocouple pairs in series. This study suggests that the measurement er-

ror of that type of technique could be less than lOVo in the convective heat

flow.
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